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In Our 96th Year

Volume LXXXXVI No. 264

Wholesale
Prices Up
In October

Bill Extending Tax
Cuts Into Next Year
Meeting Final Test

WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale
prices leaped 1.8 per cent in October, the
biggest monthly rise al a year, the government reported today. The jump indicated that inflation remains a serious
problem.
Price tags on new model cars, lumber
and textile products were particularly
significant in raising prices last month,
but the increases were spread almost
across the board, the labor Department
said. Farm prices also were up sharply but
still about half the rise in September.
October's increase in the wholesale
price index followed gains of six-tenths of a
per cent in September and eight-tenths of a
per cent in August and was the sharpest
rise since October, 1974 when wholesale
prices rose 2.9 per cent.
With a new spurt at the wholesale level,
consumers can expect a substantial rise in
the cost of living in the months ahead as
changes in wholesale prices eventually
show up in retail stores.
Over the last three months, wholesale
prices rose at an annual rate of 13.5 per
cent, up from a 6 per cent rate in the MayJuly quarter. However, the rate was still
less than half the 29.6 per cent rate the
three months ended last .October before
the recession slowed inflation.
Wholesale prices last month were 5.1 per
cent higher than a year ago. The index
moved up to 178.9, meaning it cost $178.90
in October to buy the same goods at
wholesale which sold for $100 in the 1967
base period.
Farm prices rose 2.2 per cent last month, a sharp rate but still significantly less
than the 4.3 per cent increase in September. This put farm prices 5.2 per cent
above a year ago.
The sharpest increases in agriculture
were for live poultry, leaf tobacco and
fluid milk. Prices for fresh and dried vegetables dropped in October, while livestock
and plant and animal fibers rose much less
liworimalossaasdous month:
Farm prices fluctuate erratically from
month to month. Thus, economists consider industrial prices a more reliable
barometer of basic inflationary trends. In
this category the news was not good.

WASHINGTON f. AP — This year's tax taxes, assuming deductible personal excuts would be extended into next year and, penses of 17 per cent of income.
Using the same assumptions, the bill
in some cases, even further into the future
a married couple with two depenmeans
under legislation facing the final test in
dents and adjusted gross income of $20,000
Congress'tax-writing committee.
paid $2,660 in 1974 taxes and $2,540 in 1975
The tax-cut plan lacks a federal spen- taxes and would pay $2,420 in 1976 taxes.
The bill also would extend business tax
ding lid that President Ford insists is
cuts of the 1975 law through 1980 for the 10
necessary for his approval.
In advance of today's showdown in the per cent increased investment tax credit
House Ways and Means Committee, Chair- and through 1977 for the temporary corman Al Ullman, D-Ore., said the leg- porate tax rate adjustments.
The legislation would make tax benefits
islation should survive the final votes,
climaxing months of hearings and some for child care available to more working
fundamental questioning of the nation's parents, expand a tax credit system for the
aged, boost taxes on higher-income intax structure.
dividuals through changes in the socalled
billion
$12.7
The bill's major item is a
plan to continue some 1975 personal tax minimum tax on the rich and curb various
cuts into 1976. This amounts to an added tax shelters.
Nevertheless, there were signs the
92.6-billion tax cut next year compared
with the cuts in effect this year. The package might not remain intact. Either
current tax cuts expire at the end of this the committee,the full House or the Senate
might separate the tax cuts from the
year.
revisions to allow fast conproposed
The individual tax cuts in the bill would
make permanent the 1975 law's temporary sideration for the cuts, thus leaving the
hikes in minimum and maximum standard proposed revisions for more study later.
That would concentrate the immediate
deductions and would create, just for 1976,
a new tax credit of 2 per cent of the first battle directly on the tax cuts and Ford's
demand that they be accompanied by a lid
$12,000 of annual income.
For example,the bill means that a single on federal spending. Repeated Republican
taxpayer with adjusted gross income of efforts to get the Ways and Means Com$15,000 who paid $2,549 in 1974 taxes and mittee to go along with a tax cut and spen$2,519 in 1975 taxes would pay $2,315 in 1976 ding lid were crushed by Democrats.

Industrial prices jumped 1.2 per cent in
October, up from seven-tenths of a per
cent in September and three times the
amount of increases recorded during the
summer monthi. They have been accelerating since last March.
A substantial rise in industrial prices at
such an early stage in the recovery from
the recession has aroused concern among
economists over the strength of the
recovery.

WHEELCHAIR AWARENESS DAY—Today is wheelchair awareness day at GA:Mai tount High School. Sponsored by
the student council, the event was planned to make students more aware of the necessity of accommodations for the
handicapped. Eight students, two board members, and one faculty member were confined to wheelchairs for the entire
day. Board members Walter Byars and foe Dyer teacher Clayton Hargrove; and students Tim Bailey, Rita Barrow, Brad
Belcher, Johnna Brandon, Lisa Cleaver, Mike Farris, Nada Frazier, and Mike Jackson participated in the event.
Staff Photo by David HiS

Second In Current Audubon Series To
Be Presented At Murray State Tonight
Thomas A. Sterling will present a film
and lecture entitled "Twentieth Century
Wilderness" at Murray State University
tonight as the second in a scries of five
programs presented by the National
Audubon Society during the year.
Scheduled at 7p. m. in the auditorium of
the University School, the lecture-film
sponsored by the Department of Biological
Sciences is open to the public at no admission charge.
A full length color motion picture tapproximately 90 minutes), the Audubon
Wildlife Film features many varieties of
wilderness habitats and inhabitants.
Sterling introduces viewers to the rare
greater sandhill crane with spectacular
close-ups of the elusive bird in the microwilderness environments of southern
Michigan. The film follows the migrating
crane to Florida, where that unique
wonderland, the Everglades, and many of
its indigenous residents are threatened
with extinction.
Several animals — the extremely rare
black-footed ferret, the bison, pronghorn,
and coyote — strike a tenuous ecological
balance with the soil in the less well-known
"prairie wilderness" shown in the film.
Yellowstone National Park, a mountain
wilderness, is also featured during the
program. Its remnant grizzly bear
population is compared with the grizzlies
of Alaska,an almost untouched wilderness
area.
Canyon country and high mountain
areas in the Rockies and on the West Coast
provide a wilderness setting for close-up

visits with such creatures as the grizzly,
mountain lion, prairie chicken, limpkin,
golden eagle, elk, moose, caribou, bighorn
sheep and others.
The film's climax is a return to the
greater sandhill crane and its wilderness
retreat at a high mountain ranch in
southern Oren.
Sterling, whit developed a love for nature
as a boy in 4ithern Michigan, had the
opportunity ,q film some of the most
beautiful wild mess country in North
America durin five-year hitch in the U.
S. Air Force.

1.3er he enrolled at the University of
Michigan and became active in addressing
conservation groups and other audiences
er est ed in environmental problems. He
used his vacation periods while in school to
improve his filming techniques making
educational films.
Following graduation, Sterling began
lecluring for the National Audubon Society
and making television films. Recently he
has become involved with underwater
ography which he hopes will result in
a new Audubon Wildlife Film on the Lake
Superior wilderness.
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1.Tood Prices Expected To
"Increase At Slower Pace

Mrs. Eva Morris, chairman of the Creative Arts Bazaar, Mrs. Diane Johnson,
publicity committee, and Mrs. Toni Hopson, bazaar committee, are shown with
some of the hundreds of items that will be sold Saturday, November 8, at the
Creative Arts Bazaar at the Calloway County Public Library.
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WASHINGTON (AP)— Retail food prices are expected to increase at a much
slower pace next year, but Agriculture Department experts concede this
forecast depends on how livestock producers react to the grain situation.
The department released a report Wendesday predicting food price hikes of 4
to 5 per cent for 1976. USDA predictions for 1975 are holding at 9 per cent, hieluding an eapeeSedsmall rise during the late quarter.
Officials cautioned that grain exports much larger than current projections
could trigger another round of rising livestock feed costs. That, in tern, would
delay a long-awaited expansion in livestock feeding and mean further tight supplies of grain-fed beef, pork and poultry and dairy products.
High feed prices the past couple of years have caused farmers to hold back on
expanding livestock production. Basically, it has been more profitable for corn
growers to sell their grain for cash — and thus to foreign countries — than feed
it to animaLs.
Although record harvests of wheat and corn are apparent for this year, a
thriving export market — including the big sales to the Soviet Union — have
kept grain prices substantially higher in the face of bumper crops than they
otherwise would have been.
Thus,according to USDA,the fried-price chain will depend greatly on the final
outcome of exports through the 1975-76 season and on how Livestock producers
react. Even so, the report said,the U.S. grain supply is large enough''to permit
: both increased livestock feeding and increased exports" in the year ahead.
For all of 1976, barring severe weather and other unforeseen calamities, food
+07 .
prices might go up 4 to 5 per cent, the USDA said. Current estimates predict
food prices will rise about 2.5 per cent between Jan. land midyear.

g

Purchase Highway Improvement
Committee Appointed By Hubbard
WASHINGTON, D. C. — U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D-Ky.)
has appointed a Committee for Jackson
Purchase Highway Improvements and has
named Dr. Glenn Wilcox of Murray as
chairman.
Dr. Wilcox is an associate professor in
the Department of Journalism and Radio
and TV at Murray State University.
Named as co-chairmen of the committee
are John A. Williams of Paducah and
Gerald McClain of Mayfield.
Other members appointed to the committee by Congressman Hubbard are:
Walt Apperson, Murray; Rev. W. G.
Harvey, Sr., Mrs. Clyde (Ada) Hopkins

TWO INJURED—Two persons were injured in a one-car accident east of
Murray on Highway 94 Wednesday afternoon. Kathleen Taylor was treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for minor injuries, and Belinda
Jackson was admitted for treatment. She was listed in satisfactory condition. Witnesses said the small car in which they were riding went out of control and overturned after the right front wheel dropped into a pothole near the edge of the
highway.

Cloudy and Mild
Mostly cloudy and mild with scattered
showers and thundershowers tonight, ending Friday. Low tonight in the low and
mid 50s. High Friday in the mid 70s Saturday mostly sunny and warm.

Staff Photo by Gene PiAcCutciteon
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and Bill Usher, all of Paducah;
Henry Edwards and Mrs. Alice Jackson,
both of Clinton; Mrs. Ott (Delores) Gray
and Andrew Carman, both of Mayfield;
Tommy Coil, Bardwell; Mrs. John ( Hazel)
Terry, Cunningham;
Mrs. Joe (Pat ) Campbell, Fulton; Earl
Taylor, Hickman; Dick Moore, LaCenter;
Mrs. Bob (Lynn ) Cocke, Wickliffe; Jerry
Lovett, Hardin; and Rev. Jerome Browne,
Calvert City.
TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Today
23
Local Scene
3
Dear Abby
4
Opinion Page
6,7
Sports
3
Horoscope
9
Comics, Crossword
9 10,11
Classifieds
12
Deaths Si Funerals

SILVER SALUTE — Robert IL Baar (center), who has directed the Quad-State
Choral Festival at Murray State University for 23 years, was presented a silver service Monday evening following the annual concert About 300 singers from 67
high schools in three states and their faculty sponsors made the presentation to
Baar, director of Choral activities on the campus, in appreciation for the work he
has done through the years with the high school choral groups. Shown with him
are two student choral directors, Robbie Harmon (left) of Paducah Tilghman and
Gayle Hall of Marshall County High School. Baar has been a member of the
faculty since 1951.
"-

Election Analysis i'inftiMPOW:6:::::%:::::*::,:meg

Gov. Carroll Free To Shape State's Destiny For Next Four Years
With 3,300 of 3,311 precincts reporting
unofficially, the Democratic nominee for
governor had 467,351 votes to 275,558 for
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — While Gev. Gable.
Carroll broke records. He exceeded the
Julian Carroll goes on vacation and savors
his stunning triumph over Robert Gable in margin by which former Gov. Bert Combs
the gubernatorial race, the Republican defeated a Republican rival in the 1959
Party plans to meet and discuss the governor's race. He carried the GOP
stronghold of the 5th District for the first
debacle.
in the memory of political observers.
time
victory
Carroll's
Tuesday looks imYet
he failed to otitain as many votes as
pressive In every way, except for the light
did former Gov. Wendell Ford in his 1971
voter turnout.
---e.....eleictory. And toteshe did.get woulduot
•
Meantime the state GOP is in shambles have defeated former GOP Gov. Louie
-- without money, without organization, Nunn in Nunn's losing Senate race in 1972.
That is because the voter turnout is far
without leadership and perhaps without
below the normal 800,000 for a guberiminediate hove.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

natorial contest, which shows widespread ship, and neither Gable nor Nunn as
apathy.
defeated candidates might want to fill it.
The disappointment is much worse for
The GOP state central committee will
the Republicans, who admittedly lacked meet Saturday
at Lexington to discuss
money and organization
organizational structure and tenure of parThey now lack any important victory ty office, and
undoubtedly Tuesday's
since their last administration elided In disaster will be
analyzed.
1971. Since that tirne the GOP hag
State GOP executive director Larry Van
sustained defeats in two gubernatorial and
Noose said the party, though "battered
two Senate races.
Is anyone in charge of the Republicans pretty badly these last few year's," is not in
danger of becoming extinct.
these days?
114— .bt.voters won't let that happen and_
-Nominally -it is elate Fein
dleton of Covington, the choice of Gable neither will we." he commented.
Van Hoose said it was difficult for the
who recently succeeded Charles Coy of
Richmond as state Republican chairman. GOP to get issues ACT088 to voters.
"We didn't have the media and we
But there is a vacuum in the real trader-

seemed to be going in different directions," he said. "There wasn't enough
followup on issues."
He found it strange that the tax issue,
normally controversial and close to Kentuckians' pocketbook psychology, failed to
generate much response in the election.
Gable pledged a $55 million annual
reduction in taxes. Carroll contended that
was irresponsible and countered with a
$4.5 million yearly tax cut proposal.
"The tax thing had very little impact
If..*If,—Van•Hti6se
and (Kit is a-fazing
said."We had a legitimate plan,and if this
is to be a time of economic hardship, it
seems a great campaign opportunity was

The anti-busing theme also fizzled.
Republicans had counted on a massive
backlash against incumbents because of
court-ordered busing in Jefferson County,
but it largely failed to materialize.
Practically the onjy positive result for
the GOP was a gain of a few legislative
seats. It will have no effect on the heavy
Democratic domination of the 1976
General Assembly.
Van Hoose said he was optimistic late
last week about„the gubernatorial race and
that Carroll's forces seemed worried
"Obviously the Democrats did a great
job in the final days," he said."They are to
be commended."
0
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Special Projects Discussed At
Murray Woman's Club Board Meet
Thursday, November 6
North Calloway Elementary
PTC will meet at seven p. m. at
the school.

Friday,November 7
Geology Jaunt will be at
Empire Farm in Land between
the Lakes from two to three p.
m.

A free Audubon wildlife film,
Saturday,November 8
The Twentieth Century
Mexican Fiesta Night will
Wilderness," will be shown at
seven p. m. in the University open at four p. m. when chili
and hot tamales will be served
School auditorium.
by Women of the Moose at the
Women of the Moose Lodge Moose Lodge. Dance, featuring
Country Classics, will start at
will meet at eight p. m.
eight p. m.for members and out
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of of town guests.
Beta-Sigma Phi will meet at the
Nature Photography will be
Ellis Community Center at 7:30
discussed
at Center Station,
p. m.
LBL, from two to four p.m.
Calloway County Library
Christmas Craft DemonBoard of Trustees will meet at
stration workshop will be from
the library at seven p. m.
nine a. m. to noon and one to
four p. m. at Brandon Spring
Friday, November 7
ReserWorld Community Day Group Camp, LBL.
program will be at First Baptist vations are required.
Church at 7:39 p. m.
Sunday,November 9
recital by Sue
Senior
Country
Card Party for Oaks
Fort Mitchell,
piano,
Kuhlman,
Club will be at seven p. m. at the
Farrell
club. All types of cards will be will be at two p. m. in
Center,
Arts
Fine
Hall,
Recital
played. Members bring light
refreshments. No reservations MSU.
necessary.
Faculty recital by David
violin, will be in the
Nelson,
Shopping for senior citizens
Hall, Fine Arts
Recital
Farrell
living in Murray area to Big K
3:30 p. m.
MSU,
at
Center,
p.
will
be
at
12:30
downtown
and
m.

Saturday, November 8
Breakfast for all women of
Golden Age Club will have a Oaks Country Club will be at
potluck luncheon at noon at the Perkins Pancake House at nine
social hall of the First United a. m. New officers will be inMethodist Church.
stalled.
Mr. Murray Pageant will be
Friday, November 7
University School auditorium
at
A Nursing Workshop will be in
at seven p. m.
Stadium,
Stewart
206,
Room
MSU,from 8:30 a. m. to 3:30 p.
Bazaar for Creative Arts
m. with Linda Clark as campus Department, Murray Woman's
coordinator.
Club, will be at Calloway
County Public Library starting
Show of collection of Asian at 8:30 a. m.
Art and Artifacts will be on
Gospel singing and supper
display at Clara M. Eagle benefit will be sponsored by the
Gallery, Fine Arts Center, Dexter Homemakers Club at
MSU, through Nov. 19.
the Dexter Community Center.
Supper will be served starting
Norma
of
exhibits
Senior
at four p.m. and singing will
Evans, Murray, photography, start at seven p.m. Proceeds go
Linda Cundiff, Columbia, to pledge on telethon.
printmaking and drawing, and
Karen Clendenon, Murray,
The Captain Wendell Oury
printmaking, will open at Clara Chapter of the Daughters of the
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts American Revolution will meet
Center, MSU, and run through • at the home of Mrs. Leon
Nov. 19.
Grogan at 1:30 p.m.

Sixteen members of the
Murray Woman's Club met in
regular monthly executive
session in the club house
Monday, Nov. 3, at noon. As per
usual custom, members
brought sack lunches and ate
while business was attended.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
president, presided.
Mrs. Donald Dammert, state
Kentucky
president
of
Federation of Women's Clubs,
Earlanger, wrote to Mrs.
LaFollette after her attendance
at the fall district meeting here
recently and expressed her
thanks for the Murray club's
courtesies. She expressed a
desire to return to Murray for
another meeting, saying she
had not known much about
Murray before her visit here
and was impressed with what
she learned about this part of
the state. A time is being set for
her to return in March.
Twenty Poems Ready
Plans were talked in regard to
the spring contests when
literary, art and sewing entries
will be judged. Student entries
will be expected. Mrs. Vernon
Riley, English teacher of
Calloway County High School,
has inquired about poetry and
short story contests and plans to
have her classes represented,
according to a telephone conversation with Mrs. LaFollette.
In a report today from Mrs.
Riley's class, twenty poems are
ready to be judged.
Blind Corners
Jo Burkeen, chairman of the
Theta Department, reported

that Maxine Scott is chairman
of the "Blind Corners" project
and a move is being made to
clear dangerous corners to
prevent traffic accidents.
Blanks that can be used for
reporting dangerous corners
are in the newspaper she said,
Penny Warren, chairman of
Department,
Kappa
the
reported on the results in
finances and community service of the "Haunted House"
during the Halloween season.
She stated that there is an effort
being made to outlaw the
wearing of masks by Persons
over twelve years of age.
Robbie Harrison,chairman of
the
Department,
Home
reported that her department
made recognition of outstanding students in the high
achoola.
Cecelia Brock, chairman of
the
Music
Department,
reviewed the department
projects-the style
show,
chilcirens' concerts, chorus and
preparation for the Christmas
program in open house.
Ws Keller reported plans for
the Creative Arts annual bazaar
that is being held in the public
library this week end.
Desiree Hosick, speaking for
the Alpha Department's moneymaking project, stated the
members donated li5.00 each to
aid in community contributions.

The Sigmas raised their
money by sponsoring a recent
tennis tournament.
Doris Cella, reported briefly
of the "Garden of The Month"
awards made during the
summer season.

Widc
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Bicycle Riding
Safety for bicycles is a project
being promoted. Betty Boston
who has 800 miles docked on
her bicycle, has been exploring
for safe places to ride, and has
offered to help women who want
to get started bike-riding. This
report was given by Mrs.
LaFollete who had attended the
Monday morning prayer breakfast where this project was an
Interest.
Mrs. Keller reported that she
and her husband, Don, are
joining the Bicentennial bike
riders this fall. They will join
L C. Enix of Enix Interiors showed the members of the Theta Department of the Murray
the group in St. Genieve, Mo.,
and ride by a special trail to Woman's Club through his store at the meeting held October 20. Here he discusses work in
Berea. It was reported in the drapery room of the store with Mrs. Gene Bailey, left, and Mrs. Laverne Burke, right
connection of safety projects Following the tour of the store the members met at the club house for the business meeting
and health activities, that and refreshments served by Miss Beth Broach, Mrs. Howell Thurman,Mrs. Lloyd Boyd,and Mrs.
Marjorie and Nix Crawford ride Ray Brownfield.
25 miles on their bikes each
Sunday afternoon.
Cook Books
Dean Poston presented the
club cook books for sale and
consideration.
She
also
exhibited the hand made woolen
throws that are for sale. They
are made in Berea.
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According to Clarice SparkBonus Coupons
man, the Zetas gave a bingo
Mrs. LaFollette reminded
party in the club house for a members of the collection of
money-raising event. She at- S&H Green
stamps and bonus
tended as a guest.
coupons that are still needed.
They are used for the benefit of
the Norton Childrens' Hospital
for Burns, Louisville. Mrs..
BLIND CORNERS
Ruby Harrell is chairman of
Do you know of any blind corners in Murray? If you do,
this collection.
won't you help make our community a safer place to drive by
listing them and returning the list to Box 2127, University
Bonnie Jones and Peggy
Station, Murray,Ky. or deposit it in one of the local boxes.
Billington made convention
Please observe and write down obstacles at street corners
reports and were commended
such as trees, shrubbery, utility poles, advertising signs, or
for their management of the fall
anything which prevents motorists from seeing.
meeting held here in lad month.
Theta Department
Those present otitr than
Murray Woman's Club
mentioned above wer..: Betty
Beaman, Kathy Burchfield,
Obstacle
Location of blind corner
Lochie Hart, and Winifred
McGurk.
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WE CHEWED
$670 MILLION WORTH
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A NEW CONSTELLATION
Continental Congress passed a resolution that established the Stars and Stripes
on June 14, 1777, but did
not specify the arrangement

AKRON, Ohio (AP) — Small
fry and big fry combined to
spend pennies, nickles and
dimes totaling more than $670
million in 1974 to satisfy their
chewing habits, according to
Goodyear, a rubber supplier to
the gum industry.
Americans are far and away
the world's leading gum consumers, masticating a yearly
average of 175 pieces per person in a veritable rainbow of
colored gum sticks, balls, candy-coated squares and numerous other shapes, in scores of
fruity and spicy flavors.
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of the thirteen stars on the
blue union, except to say
that they should represent
a new constellation. As a consequence, according to the
U.S. Marine Corps Reserve,
we find a variety of forms.
The first flag, popularly
known as the Betsy Ross flag
had them arranged in a circle,
based on the idea that no colony should take precedence
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

Home Value, Looks
A -new carport can improve
convenience. enhance design
and add to the resale value of a
home. But careful planning is
suggested before construction
begins.
Choice of materials is important. E x posed western wood
framing will bknd with most
houses, and siding and roofing
should be chosen to match.
It's important to check with
building officials on height
limits or property line set back
restrictions.
FIGURE TRUE COST
PER UNIT PRICE
AND SERVING
Whenever possible,
compare various brands
and forms of the food before
buying. For instance, when
a vegetable or fruit is out of
season, check the cost of
the frozen and canned
items as versus the fresh
Buy meat on a cost per
serving basis rather than
the cost per pound
Small cans of juice,
fruits, vegetables, etc an
always more Costly than
the larger'ones Individual
packs of both prepared and
cooked cereal cost much
more per serving than
cereal bought in larger
packages

Under 17 Only With Parent
There Will Be No Exceptions
Sun thru Thur 7:30
Fri &Sat -7:00,9:55
Matineee Sat.,Sun 2:30
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Widow Rekindles
50-year Old Flame

DEAR ABBY I want to get married again, but my
family is against it
You see, I met this man in 1914. We wanted to get
married December of 1915, but our parents said we were too
young. (I was 14 and Ruby was 18.)
World War I came along and Rudy joined the Navy.
Meanwhile I married someone else and spend 54 unhappy
years with him. He died three years ago and guess who
suddenly came into my life again? Rudy! His wife of 51
years had died, and we discovered the old love was still
there.
I am now 75, and my children don't want me to get
married because they're afraid they'll lose my monthly
checks. I'm sure Rudy and I can make it together. Please
answer soon.
FIRST LOVE IN GALVESTON

held October 24 at the home of Mrs.
Attending the meeting of the World Friendship Club
Roberts, Cherry Corner, Arunee SnitMae
Ola
right,
to
Gary Ferguson, Puryear, Tn, were, left
Kirksey, Daisy Mathew and Keka BhatErwin,
Gracie
japan,
Ferguson,
Sachiko
wongse, Thailand,
Noffsinger and Thelma Warlord, Murray. The next
tacharya and baby girl, Julie, all of India, Edith
p.m. at the Baptist Student Union with Chinese
6:30
at
14,
November
meeting will be Friday,
Taiwan.
food to be cooked by two members from

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

= FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7 1975
Look in the section in which public.
your birthday comes and find CAPRICORN
what your outlook is, according (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
A day calling for good
to the stars.
judgment. Don't sell any new
idea short, and do look for new
ARIES
DEAR FIRST: Your family has no right to stand in your
rA
e
20)
Apr.
opportunities which may not be
to
21
Mar.
(
the
together,"
it
"make
can
love
first
way. If you and your
obvious.
consultations
for
immediately
day
good
A
the
into
jump
go
word from here is to tell your family to
with influential persons, exGulf of Mexico and for you to marry Rudy. Life is short
perts in all lines. But only AQUARIUS
Make it sweet.
consult. Sign nothing yet. More (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your planets, favorably
details will have to be
DEAR ABBY: I'm going with a terrific guy. He has
aspected, especially encourage
straightened out.
everything a girl could want in a man. Looks, personality,
artistic aspirations, original
character and money.
TAURUS
ideas, romance, domestic afSo, what's my problem, you ask?
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:i6iir
and new friendships.
fairs
kisser!
He's a wet
A stimulating period, but
I hate to mention this to him because I don't want to hurt
don't let your enthusiasms PISCES
his feelings, but if it weren't for those wet kisses, he would
cause you to take on more than (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xer
be perfect.
you can handle. Easy does it!
Synchronize activities to
Please help.
GEMINI
coincide with needs of the day.
GEMINI
11- More than the usual reward is
(May 22 to June 21) 11019
DEAR GEMINI: So what's wrong with telling him to
A most fortunate day for promised for constructive
dry up?
personal plans and ambitions. endeavors. Benefactors are
Your intuition at a peak. Don't waiting to assist you.
hesitate to back your hunches.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell the next reader who asks what
YOU 'BORN TODAY have a
to do about a flooded basement to call the fire department.
CANCER
We help in any emergency not involving a crime: sudden
dynamic personality and are
(June 72 to July 23) e(C)
illness from simple fainting to heart attacks; accidents from
Good will built up in the past highly emotional, but approach
falling out of bed to auto collisions; electrical power failure
will prove an invaluable asset life's situations from an in(anything from a blown fuse to a high voltage wire that
now. You gain added status and tellectual angle. You are a born
could be very dangerous).
in several areas. investigator and could make an
importance
We give emergency aid and call an ambulance, doctor or
outstanding success in scientific
CE03
any other agency as required.
research. Even if you write —
23)
Aug.
to
sure
24
make
to
(July
home
your
check
and
We'll even come out
here you have fine talents
and
may
schemes
to
want
dubious
We
Some
it's fireproof. Please spread the word, Abby
best work would be
your
—
arid
be suggested. Be alert —
help
technical
FRIENDLY FIREMAN
reject promptly. Also, avoid along scientific or
the law,
SUN PITY,CALIF,
eccentric behavior, extremes in lines. If attracted to
up as a
wind
probably
will
you
word or deed.
DEAR FIREMAN: I'll spread the word. The printed
jurist or statesman. You have a
VIRGO
word reaches more people than smoke signals.
good eye for color and
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPii.
proportion, but may find it
Avoid needless anxiety and difficult to commercialize art.
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Ticked off in Tulsa" whose
back
eftension. You can deal
husband always told departing dinner guests to come
As an avocation, however, it
soon because he never got a decent meal unless they had
fectively with very difficult would be an excellent outlet for
company:
assignments by being your your emotions. You may have a
If that's all she has to complain about, she's lucky. My
innately practical and sound- beautiful singing voice and, if
husband always makes jokes about what a lousy bed
thinking self.
so, should spare no effort to
partner I am.
develop it. Birthdate of: Marie
LIBRA
His favorite joke is: "If a man ever rapes my wife, he
Curie, co-discover of radium;
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
could never be charged with a moving violation."
Getting behind in chores, Billy Graham, noted evanTICKED OFF IN TACOMA
fulfilling promises? Perhaps gelist; Joan Sutherland, opera
you overcommitted yourself. star
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069
Don't avoid "creditors." Talk
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please
things over frankly and they
will understand.
SCORPIO
U1L---in
This Week
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Both your endurance and
disposition are being tested, but
take heart. In a couple of days
adverse stellar influences will
lift and you can go full steam
ahead.
All nature enthusiasts have a RAINBOW - A slide show and SAGITTARIUS
special invitation to visit Land discussion of the colorful plants (Nov. 23 to Dec. 2n 3414).
Planetary restrictions lift
Between The Lakes this week. and animals of autumn. Center
now and you should have a
Opportunities are provided to Station, two p.m.
satisfying day. Especially
appeal to the entire family.
November 15 - DISCOVERY
Those who enjoy walking have WALK - Join us for a leisurely favored: business organization,
the
that choice, as do those who 45-minute stroll to discover the finances, dealings with
prefer to tour the area via slides historical and natural features
and commentary.
of the area. Center Station, ten
Calendar Of Events
a.m.
November 9-15—ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY - HOGS: Informative sessions on the care,
To avoid cookie breakage
killing, and curing of the most during mailing, place
important source of meat on the crumpled paper on bottom
farm.
of box to cushion. Arrange
IN cookies in rows with layer
9
November
CELEBRATION OF NATURE - of crushed wax paper or
A photo-music essay. Center folded paper towel between
and on top of cookies. Fill
Station, two p.m.
November 11 - BIRD WALK - each crevis with puffed
cereal or popcorn If the
.A 2-hour leisurely stroll around
Hematite Lake in search of our cookies aren't being sent
friends. overseas, the cereal and
feathered
fine
Area, popcorn can be eaten, too'
Picnic
Lake
Hematite
Bar and drop cookies are
2:30 p. m.
best kw mailing.
14—NATURE'S
November
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By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
MEATI-ESS SUPPER
Eda's Javanese Dish
Steamed Rice
Fresh Fruit
EDA'S JAVANESE DISH
You may have missed this interesting recipe the first time
around or, like some of our
readers, have loved but lost it.
2 tablespoons peanut oil
Medium onion, cut in thin
strips
2 large ribs celery, thinly
sliced diagonally
Medium green pepper, cut
in thin strips
6 medium mushrooms, sliced
1 teaspoon curry powder
is teaspoon garlic powder
Pinch of cayenne pepper
2 tablespoons soy sauce
10%-ounce can condensed
thicken broth, undiluted
1-3rd cup raisins
1-3rd cup creamy or chunky
peanut butter
1 tablespoon cornstarch
blended with L4 cup cold
water
is cup canned water chestnuts, thinly sliced
:4 hard-cooked eggs, warm
and quartered

Newest Styles In Junior
And Missy Fashions!
The chill of winter is in the air and it's
time to be looking fore new coat. There's
genuine value in our fine collection of furtrimmed and untrimmed leathers in pant coat and
regular length styles.Selectfrom a glorious
array of beautiful fashion colors In junior
and missy-sizes. 110.00 te 275.00

In a 10-inch skillet in the hot
oil, over moderate heat stir the
onion, celery, green pepper and
mushrooms for a minute or
two. Stir in curry, garlic, cayenne, soy sauce, broth and
raisins; simmer about 5 minutes. Stir in peanut butter,
cornstarch mixture and water
chestnuts; cook, stirring constantly, until thickened. Top
with eggs. Serve with rice.
Makes 4 servings.

SIM=

Speck/ Eyents Homed This Week
for *my Entilusksts

Open Friday
Nights rtil 8

,u'll be ahead of the fashion
me in Life Stride's T-strap-

Whiz Kid...
Black, Rust or
Green kid at 22.00

wearable silhouette on a
stacked mid-heel..
adding extra footage to
your entire wardrobe!

We are pleased to announce
that Miss Martha Hendon,
bride-elect of Dan Roberts,
has selected her china, pottery, crystal and pewter
goblets from our complete
bridal registry.'
Martha and Dan will be
married on December 14.

It's

Sholkase
Miss Martha Hendon

ped city sandal! Such a

Matching handbag at 20.00

Loaded!

Decorator

A 28.00 VALUE!

Interlude Body Lotion, 4 a;

recipe box filled with 4 gour-

Interlude Natural Spray

met recipes, 10 index cards
and 4 lavish helpings of In-

Cologne, 2 oz.; Interlude

terlude fragrance. All yours
for only 7.50 with a 5.00 Frances Denney purchase. Save!'

Natural Spray Cologne pur-

With 5.00 Frances

ser..33 fl. oz.; Interlude Perfume in a French crystal

Denney Purchase

flacon,

OZ.
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Humanely Speaking

Carroll's Mandate

Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County

day of school. Surely these parents should
Spaying—The Basic Sehition
Part fl
see that their children receive a complete
You see them along the roads or near education. Surely they wiE want to take
garbage cans. Their furtive, haggard, them to the local pound to see the "miracle
desperate look is unmistakable. They are of death"—unwanted puppies and kittens
the "strays" dumped out of autos by their being "put to sleep" by having their brains
owners in the vague hope that "someone blown out by a Colt 45.
will take them in." If these callous inEven if one eschews humanitarian
dividuals could see their own pets a few arguments for spaying—those which
We offer our congratulations to
weeks later—ears half eaten off by mites; consider the happiness and welfare of
Gov. Carroll on his election to a
bodies made hard by ribs bulging animals—the economics of the matter
soft
use
state-ho
the
in
term
four year
through the skin; eyes dull and matted alone would seem to favor spaying. By the
with the knowledge that if he is
from disease; hind quarters dragging time the conscientious owner goes through
able to live up to all his campaign
from the last stages of distemper; the expense of raising and finding homes
promises he could prove to be the
horrible, festering wounds inflicted by for one or two litters of animals (food,
other animals and, yes, human beings— advertisements, etc.), he will find that it is
greatest governor the Comthey would quickly abandon their faith cheaper to pay a one-time fee for spaying!
monwealth has ever had.
that these animals can fend for themselves And the time to have it done is now—before
goverfirst
the
Julian Carroll is
or that someone more thoughtful than they the unwanted offspring begin to produce
nor in the history of our great
will care for them. The lucky ones find more offspring which also should be
state to be elected from the
their way to municipal pounds where they spayed!
How old must an animal be before it is
Jackson Purchase. He has
are killed by the warden. Death, when it
spayed? Generally, a cat or dog can be
comes, is a blessing.
professed his strong ties to West
Clearly, the capacity of dogs and cats to spayed at approximately six months of
Kentucky and Murray and we feel
far exceeds that of owners and age, or, if it has had young, about two
breed
will
his brand of clean-cut politics
humanitarians to find homes for them, and weeks after they have been weaned.
be an asset in Frankfort. He has
the situation promises to get worse as Although animals can be spayed while in
owners, feeling the pinch of inflation, heat or during pregnancy, it is best to have
decide they can no longer feed their pets. the operation performed before first heat.
And trying to deal with the results of To wait longer is to invite pregnancy. And
overpopulation, of unrestricted breeding, owners who decide to keep a female cat
is like trying to refloat the Titanic without inside during heat are in for a week or ten
West Midlands police are investigating a
Hong Kong—Narcotics agents found a
first fixing the hole in her side. How much days of constant disruption—calling,
quantity of opium concealed in a pocket complaint from a city housewife that the better it would be if many of these un- rubbing, rolling, etc. Even if you manage
sewn into a pair of briefs worn by a front door of her home had been removed. wanted animals were never born in the to outlast the cat, she will come back into
suspect. The briefs had embroidered on Mrs. Maureen Bassett of Long Street, first place!
heat every two or three weeks!
them the slogan "Pinch me." They did! mother of two, said it disappeared while
hopes that someone
When you've had time to think about it
vague
not
Spaying,
she was out shopping. I Birmingham,
else will take care of excess offspring or thoroughly, we think you'll agree that
England, Mail)
frantic efforts to find "gOod" homes for spaying is the only effective solution to the
them, is the basic solution to over- problem of unwanted animals. Those who
Composer Richard Strauss took a deeper population.
fear that kittens and pups will become
II, I ho• 1..,,,,u.! Pr,',,
stock market than in his
What is spaying? It is a relatively simple endangered species if animals are spayed
Today is Thursday, November 6, the Interest in the
one occasion when he was operation performed by a veterinarian, may be assured that the local Humane
310th day of 1975. There are 55 days left in music. On
conducting the orchestra in a rehearsal of who makes a small incision in the animal's Society has an "in" with a wholesaler and
the year.
one of his compositions, a messenger from abdomen and performs a hysterectomy on can guarantee you a pet,if you will provide
Today's highlight in history:
the hall. He hurried the female which makes it impossible for a good home for it! Please don't delay
On this date in 1860, Abraham Lincoln his broker came into
to the podium and placed a her to become pregnant. The animals spaying your animal any longer. Please
aisle
the
down
US.
the
of
president
16th
the
was elected
sheet of paper containing stock listings on recover quickly from the operation and don't do it the favor of permitting it to have
On this date:
conductor's stand while the orchestra are back to normal in two or three days. just one more litter. A visit to the pound
In 1792, George Washington was re- the
on. Without missing a beat, Strauss
played
"Normal?" the counter-argument will convince you!
elected president.
the figures and made a few begins, "doesn't spaying have undesirable
If you have questions or would like to
In 1913, the British arrested Indian studied
notations. Then he nodded his head and the effects on the animal? Doesn't it cause it to make comments, address them to Mrs.
nationalist Mahatma Gandhi.
raced back up the aisle and become fat and lazy?" Most experts agree Jerrie Parkin, Rt. 4, Murray, Kentucky.
In 1926, Benito Mussilini prohibited all messenger
his office, where he delivered that the only change in behavior noticeable
to
returned
opposition parties in Italy.
as to which stocks in a female animal which has been spayed
instructions
Strauss'
In 1926, election returns showed that
were to be bought or sold.
is the absence of disruptive behavior
Smith
Alfred
defeated
had
Hoover
Herbert
associated with the female in heat. If she
in a hard-fought presidential contests.
was
daughter
whose
A mother
In 1942, a tidal wave killed 10,000 people graduating from college was complaining becomes fat and lazy, it is usually a result
over-feeding, not spaying.
in India.
to her card club about the expense of it all. of
argument against spaying is
Another
In 1966, Dwight Eisenhower was the winAt least you have the satisfaction of
to nature." The female
is
it
that
"contrary
defeating
election,
ner in a presidential
seeing her graduate," said one of her
maintain, needs
individuals
some
animal,
Adlai Stevenson.
-but
mother,
friends. "I know," said the
"proper perfor
two
or
litter
to
a
have
agreed
U.S.
the
and
Cuba
ago:
years
Ten
;._
who did it get her"
sonality development." Motherhood calms
on an arrangement to airlift 3,000-4,000
them down. Again, most experts agree
emigrants from Cuba to the US. each
Some of the best vacations this summer that giving birth to young has no beneficial
month.
don't
were spent right at home where you
Five years ago: Italy formally have to tip for lousy service and the in- effect on females, and they do not seem to
notice being deprived of raising young at
China.
recognized Communist
solence is free - 24 hours a day.
all.
One year ago: the Soviet Union called
''Oh, I always find good homes for the
tt for Palestinian statehood as part of any
puppies," another owner may argue.
'.`f Middle East settlement.
Maybe so, but too often a "good home" is
Today's birthday: novelist James Jones
simply anyone who will take an excess
is 54 years old.
kitten or pup off your hands. The phrase
Thought for today: Never buy what you
And the Lord added to the
do not want because it is cheap.
all use,"getting rid of" animals is often
we
church daily such as should be
President Thomas Jefferson, 1743-1827.
descriptive! If the owner would take
too
all
Bicentennial footnote: two hundred saved. Acts 2:47.
to follow up on the fates of the
trouble
the
Jesus said, "I will build my animals he "got rid of," he would find that
' years ago today, England's General
1 Carat T.W.
William Howe reversed previous orders church." As the Masterbuilder, a surprising number are no longer
and said any Bostonian who wanted to He adds people to His Church around—for reasons not always comMens Dia.
leave the besieged city would be permitted through the services of His forting to guess. And even if a good home is
to leave, because of a shortage of food and dedicated people
found for all the offspring, three or four
fuel.
times a year, there are a limited number
of good homes available which is far
outstripped by the almost unlimited
number of good animals available
Although your animals may find homes, it
odvonce
on
payable
means that some other animal will have to
month
per
25
52
comers
The Murray Ledger S Times ,s published
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton Nor be executed at the pound.
very afternoon except Sundays July 4 Christdon Mayfield Sedoloo and Farmington Ky and
mas Day New Year s Day ond Thanksgiving by
"I want my children to experience the
Pars Buchanan and Puryear Term SI2 50 per miracle of birth," a parent will say. "I
Murray Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St
year By mod to other destinatoons S27 50 per
Murray Ky 42071
want them to see puppies being born." It is
year
Second Class Postage Parc, at Murray Ky
Member al Assocooted Press Kentucky Press a hard argument to counter. Often,
42071
Association and Southern Newspope, however, when the novelty of the young
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In nreas served by
Publishers Association
wears off, these little object lessons are
14 Carat
discarded like spelling books on the last

Gov. Julian Carroll received a
strong mandate from his fellow
Kentuckians in the General Election this past Tuesday, one we
certain he will be able to live

are
up

to.

already proven that since taking
office in January of this year.
We also salute Mrs. Thelma
Stovall on her election as the first
female lieutenant governor in the
state's history. Mrs. Stovall has
proven her worth and dedication
to the citizens of Kentucky during
her 20 years of public service.
Also in line for congratulations
are the other winners in the statewide races as well as the 12 very
able citizens named to the Murray
Common Council and the five
elected to the Hazel Council.
Each citizen who was elected by
his peers in Tuesday's balloting
has his job cut out for him. Many
times the job is thankless. But
those who serve their fellow-man
deserve the sincere appreciation
of all of us.

FunnyFunny World

Today In History

1
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20 Years Ago

10 Years Ago

Another large family campground with
The home of Delia Wyatt of Pottertown
more facilities for camping trailers will be
yesterday afternoon. The family
burned
built in the Land Between the Lakes. This
home to find their home in ashes.
returned
will be at Hillman's Ferry in the northern
Duane C. Dappert, Benton, was killed
section. Rushing Creek is now open in the
November 4 in a car accident near
southern part.
Puryear, Team.
Several thousand people viewed the
Murray State College homecoming parade
J. H. Shackelford of Murray has been
this morning in Murray.
as a director of the Kentucky
named
William B. Grasty died November 3 in
Public Accountants.
of
Society
Montana. Funeral and burial services will
be held here.
Guy Billington, Murray, president of the
Miss Gracie Garrison, daughter of,Mr. Kentucky Association of Insurance
and Mrs. Cassel Garrison, and George Agents, will preside at the meeting in
Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Porter Louisville on November 20.
Holland, were married October 16 at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
The Mozart Music Club met October 29
The Calloway County High School at the home of Miss June Ryan on Olive
Lakers downed Wingo 74 to 62 in their Street. Officers are Sheila Polly, Patsy
opening basketball game of the season at Perdue, June Ryan, Mary Keys Russell,
Wing°.
and Kay Wallis.

Understanding Mental Health

The Mental
Health Professionals
a health column from the
"z' Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare
• Psychiatric Social Work- personality and intellectual
A 'aricts of professionally
trained people treat mental ers These professionals are traits.
Some specialize in child
and emotional illnesses in pri- trained in a wide range of
vate practice, in hospitals, in mental health roles. Individual development, counseling and
schools
clinics, and in community therapy, diagnosis, referral, guidance, working with in reor
schoolchildren,
and
thergroup
and
consultation,
mental health centers They
apy are some of the tasks search areas.
are:
A clinical psychologist
• Psychiatrists, who are they are trained to perform.
Psychiatric social workers should have a Ph.D. from a
medical doctors who specialize in mental disorders. They have master's degrees in social university and at least 2 years
must not only be licensed to work and have completed of experience in a mental
practice medicine, but must field-placement programs de- health facility. In addition, he
also complete 3 years of spe- signed to train them in basic may have a diploma from the
techniques in several areas, in- American Board of Examiners
cialty training.
A board-certitied psychia- cluding therapy, community in Professional Psychology
trist has, in addition, practiced organization, administration, and be licensed by the State
in which he practices.
fo. 2 years and passed the and consultation.
• Psychotherapists. The
They are usually, but not
written and oral examinations
of the American Board of necessarily, members of the term "psychotherapy" deAcademy of Certified Social scribes what all mental health
Psychiatry and Neurology_
Child psychiatrists specialize Workers and the National As- professionals do when they
treat patients. Some people
in working with children. sociation of Social Workers.
•Psychologists. Clinical psy- who call themselves psychoGeriatric psychiatrists concenchologists are trained to pro- therapists do :lot have adetrate on helping the aged.
Of the mental health pro- vide therapy to individuals quate training. If you doubt
fessionals, only psychiatrists and groups. In addition, they the credentials of a psychocan prescribe drugs and medi- are skilled in the use of diag- therapist, check with his or
cal treatment.
nostic techniques to ,measure her professional organization.
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Let's Stay Well

Marriage
With Or Without Children
BLASINGAME
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
happy in the majority of cases
Do children affect the success diversions
not doomed to miserable,
and
to
a
-The
raise
desire
child
marriage?
of a
lives.
unfulfilled
-adopted
or
biological
is
whether
question
• The answer to this
an individual matter and de- should be given careful conThe principal advantage of a
pends on the personal attitudes sideration. Parenthood is not for
and values of the husband and everybody. It involves costs and childfree marriage is that, if it
sacrifices, together with faits to work out, it can be diswife.
If a couple find that they can- reward. -Rearing a family can solved with minimal damage
Bringing children into the
!pi have a child of their own be an enriching and fulfilling exbecause one of the marriage perience but is not without finan- world to satisfy neurotic needs is
partners is sterile. the situation cial and emotional strains and unfortunate Having a family
ghould he discussed between demands. Nature apparently can be one of life's greatest exthem openly and freely and equips most of us with the periences when people have
perhaps with their physician. capacity to care for our young, children for the right reasons
Adoption- of one or more but some of use are more suited
Mrs.OAR. would like to
• .4
than others.
children may be feasible.
—--,—
know .why _her elderly frieixi
—
tri 'the- other hand,the couple-.-•••
published perspires excessively.
may feel that they prefer not to A survey recently
Univerthe
from
researchers
A: Such perspiring is often asby
seek
to
but
family
-Ciiise a
that sociated with weakness, and the
showed
Michigan
of
sity
relaawn
Satisfaction front their
are weakness may he related to a
tionship. careers. friends and partners in childle% unions

chronic infection Therefore, a
search for the cause is indicated,
especially if she is losing weight
or running a low-grade fever. If
it is found, appropriate treatment can then be directed at the
is
infection. No other medication
_
.
particularly EsffeCtI

'229°'

30% Off All Mens
Stone Rings
10 Kt. & 14 Kt.

Q. Mrs. ES. asks whetlfer it is
wise to tell a child ahead of time
that he Ls going to get a shot at
the doctor's office.
A. A child who is about to get a
shot-should be told in advance
and that it will hurt However,
eajalain that the _pain will
slight and brief: Re honest with
the child so that he will learn to
trust you. His fear will {eaten by
knowing what to expect.
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JOHNSON'S
GROCERY
512 S. 12th

753-5641

GO! GO! GO!

JAMES D. CLOPTON DIVISION

FREED COTHAM
CO.

NO PLACE THIS TIME—Lindsey Hudspth (22) of the Murray High
Tigers is without a place to run on this play in last week's win over
Obtork Central. But Hudspeth and the rest of the Tigers will be
hoping for a lot of holes to run through this Friday as Murray High
hosts Todd Central to close out the season.
Extra Flavor
& Extra Nutrition

Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
Since 1937
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24-Hour Wrecker Service
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If no answer 753-3303
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From The Eye
Of A Woman
The MSU women's volleyball team hosted a
triangular match Wednesday night with SIU
and Austin Peay State University.
SIU claimed victories over both MSU and
APSU to win the tri-match. SIU, ranked
nationally last year, put down a late Murray
rally to win 13-4, 16-14. MSU at one point was
leading 14-5, but succumbed to the powerful
SIU squad.
Austin Peay gave SIU little resistance as
they fell 15-11, 15-4. Murray also had little
trouble stopping Austin Peay 15-6, 15-9..
The volleyball team, coached by Connie
Urlage, will be participating in the KWIC
State Volleyball Tournament Nov. 14-15 at
Morehead State University.
Posting a deceptive 10-12 won-lost record,
the MSU squad will be playing defending
state champs Morehead in the first round of
competition.
The MSU squad has been described as a
young, tall, inexperienced, yet talented group
if players that like the Racer football team,
can cause a major upset in any man's (or
wtman's) tournament.
Glenda Rudolph, Cindy Leimbach, Jackie
Mounts, Gaye Estes, and Lee Stokely will be
the starters in the first round of competition,
with Judy Morton, Janet Compton, and Kim
Young expected to see a lot of action. Coach
;Nage will probably play without the services of mainstay Linda Rudolph because of

By Patsy
Beauchamp

an ankle injury.
Other schools that will be participating in
the state competition are: Eastern Ky.
University (No. 2 seeded team), University
of Louisville, and University of Kentucky.
Just a short note to congratulate Coach Nita
Head and her tennis team in their second
place win at the state tourney.
Although several MSU players dropped
some very close matches( I believe I used the
word choke), it would have been considered
an upset if they had won them.
The lady netters ended their fall season
play with an excellent squad of players and
the best thing about them is they are all
young. Junior Judy Shirrell is the oldest
member of the squad.
Number one singles player Karen Weis had
a great fall season and is anticipating an even
better spring season. Karen is on her way to
becoming one of the best tennis players
Murray has ever had.
Sindy and Sandy Macovik,the No. 1 doubles
duo,ended with a 13-1 regular season record,
and they too, have only just begun.
Judy Shirrell, Linda Spellman, and Lynne
Martin round out this strong MSU team, with
Leann Owen and Margaret May ready to step
in at any time.
The tennis team will enjoy a four month layoff with matches beginning again next March.

Laker Boys And Girls To Play
At Carlisle Jamboree Friday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
For movie critics, there are
the sneak previews. And for
basketball coaches, there are
the basketball jamobrees.
And that's where David King
and David Lanier will get some
idea of how their teams are
doing thus far as both the
Calloway County High School
boy's and girl's cage teams will
be playing in the Carlisle
County jamboree Friday.

Each team will play one 12minute game. And after that,
it's either sit and wait confidently for the first regular
season game or go back to the
old drawing board.
The first contest Friday will
be a girl's game with Lowes
meeting Carlisle County, the
latter being the top girl's team
in the First Region. In the
second game, the Laker boys
will be meeting a rugged
Paducah St. Mary team.

Aeros Wanting To Find
Spider That Bit Howe

The third game of the jamboree will find the Laker girls
playing St. Mary while in the
final contest, Carlisle County
and Lowes will square off in a
buy's contest.
For the Laker boys, the
problem this season is obvious.
Who can replace 6-9 center
James Wells? The answer is not
obvious.
It appeared early this summer that Alvis Calhoun would
be the starting center but he
died following a tragic accident
at his home. Then it appeared
senior Greg Byers would be the
starter but he had to have
stomach surgery and it appears
he won't be at full strength until
after Christmas.
That leaves two seniors, York
Shawn and Don McCuLston.
Neither have varsity experience. McCuiston is 6-2 and
Stunson is 6-0.
But after that, things look
pretty good on the surface for
Coach David King. He will
return four starters and just
might have the quickest team in
the Region this year.
Back for the third year of
varsity ball is 5-9 junior guard
Tommy Futrell. Joining him in
the backcourt is 5-10 senior
stalwart David Williams. The
forward posts will be held by 6-1
senior Fly Beane and 6-2 junior
Mike Wells.
"We hope we can surprise
some people," King said.
"But I certainly don't expct
us to be rated in the top 10 early
in the season. We are a team of
guards. We have four starters
who are really guards. Our
bench strength is guards."
The main asset of the Leiters
will be the speed and good
shooting ability from the outside, a must for a small team.
The Lakers will have all they

can handle when they face the
rugged St. Mary team Friday in
the jamboree.
King rated the Vikings as the
top team in the Region and it's
easy to see why. Returning are
senior workhorse Gene Roof
along with guard Russ Cochran
and high-scoring transfer
Benjie Synboten from Reidland.
The Laker girls will also have
the same problems and advantages the boys have. They
will be small but exceptionally
quick and have a team of good
shooters. The entire first five is
back from last season's 6-12
team.
"Last year, we were small
and started two freshmen, two
sophomores and a junior. This
time, everyone is a year older
so that should help. Plus we
have some real good freshman
kids who can help us out,"
Coach David Lanier said.
Returning are 5-2 senior
guard Becky Imes, 5-2
sophomore guard Susie hoes, 56 sophomore center Felicia
Pinner, 5-6 junior forward
"Critter" McKenzie and 5-6
Marilyn
forward
junior
McKenzie.
"We have 15 girls on the team
and everyone of them can play.
We will be a running and
pressing team."

Lanier said he expected
Carlisle County, Sedalia and
Tilghman to be the top girl's
teams in the First Region.
Admission will be $1.50 for
adults and one dollar for
students. In addition, a chili
supper will begin at 5 p. m. and
continue throughout the games.
All fans are invited to attend the
supper.
A week from Friday, the
Lakers will be going right back
to Carlisle County as the boy's
teams will open the season. The
Laker girls open on November
13 with a home game against
Fulton County.

Announce Tourney
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — The
Professional Bowlers Association has announced the scheduling of an $80,000 tournament
at Toledo's Imperial Lanes,
April 6-10, one of 16 on the PBA
winter tour.
Imperial, lanes has held a
PBA even each year since 1966.
The first tournament had a total of $38,000 in prize money.
Defending Toledo champion
Louie Moore of Columbus,
Ohio, will be back, along with
such established PBA gars as
Earl Anthony, Dick Weber,
Carmen Salvino, Don Johnson,
Ed Ressler and Jim Stefanich.
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Cuts Hand
( AP
PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia Eagles' running
back Janes McAlister cut his
right hand in practice Wednesday and is listed as questionable for Sunday's National
Football League game with the
St. Louis Cardinals here.
A team spokesman said
McAlister, who gained 64 of the
Eagles' 97 rushing yards in the
42-3 loss to the Los Angeles
Rams Monday, had been slated
to start against St. Louis. Tom
Sullivan is the regular starter
in the position.
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SPORTS

Tigers Need Win Over Todd To
Finish With Break-Even Year

will be to finish with a 5-5 lost.'
overlooked. They have the kids, as far as Murray High
By MIKE BRANDON
The Rebels have one of the incentive we cheated them out football goes, that I have ever
Ledger &Times Sports Editor season.
Todd Central, like Murray, is finest runningbacks in the of the District last year because worked with," Hina said.
If two 9-0 football teams were
"Last year after we won the
playing in the final game of the a much better club than its Jackson Purchase in the person of the Dickinson System."
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Rebels blasted Trigg County 47- was 'elected to the All-WKC last season but lost the District to the hospital because he
find an available seat.
title because of the system. developed ulcers. When we win,
Team.
But when the two teams are 4- 16.
"We're gonna have to keep Then, of course, Murray went he enjoys it as much as anyone
With 10 minutes left, it was
Sand playing in the last game of
the year, you could probably 47-0 and we left when Todd put the ball away from Todd on to claim the State Class A and when we lose, he hurts just
as much as anyone," Hina said,
arrive 30 minutes late and still in their second string. You look Central and score every time Championship.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — scoring honors with 23 points.
Pittsburgh to a 6-2 lead midway
crushed Chicago 115-82.
Western Kentucky and Eastern
through the second and the
Jazz 113, Lakers 110
Penguins held off a furious
With Maravich pouring in 30 Kentucky have increased hopes
Islanders rally.
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Over 26,000 Watch Maravich
And Jazz Win Sixth Straight
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Holiday Inn
The Holiday Inn Dining Room is an excellent
place to relax apd enjoy a delicious meal.
Featuring a luncheon special everyday Monday
through Friday at noon, the Holiday has a menu
that will please every taste.
Every Sunday at noon, the Holiday Inn features
Luncehon Buffet from 1_1:00 til 2:00. Included in
this buffet is a wide assortment of entrees,
vegetables, salads and desserts.

GRECIAN STEAK
HOUSE
641 North

r753-4419

We Now Feature An Open
Salad Bar.
Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks-Seafood-thicken-Sandwiches
Hamburger-Tenderloin-Fish-Chuckwagon

The Holiday Inn is prepared to accommodate
from 200-250 people for organizations, meetings,
and private parties. Private breakfasts, luncheons
and dinners ore only a reservation away.
Located on South 12th Street, the Holiday Inn is
within minutes of Murray and Callaway County.
Visit the Holiday Inn with your family for a
delicious meal

ikerallruk I.A.v:.
I
753-5986 South 12th- Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners

The Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbeque House

For the Finest
in Steak & Seafood

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Delicious Omelets

•Fish *Seafood *Steak *Lobster *Chicken

1409 Main St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese - Bacon Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

:MAMMA!
Fine Italian Foods
luncheon and dinner sernce.
Privat• dining rooms

Try Our New rob-Eye Steak
Sold by The Ounce-Cut To Your Order
Hwy.641 North Open 11 a. m. Mon.-Fri, 4p. on. Sat. Si Sun. 753-4141

Friday Special
All the Catfish with
all the trimmings

All you can eat

by ros•rvotion.

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.

Free Homemade ice cream with this special order

Rudy'; Restaurant
Court • uare

Out menu. THURSDAY: Chinese Chop Sep, fog foe Tow Sete and Sour Pork.
Baked Ham FRIDAY- Italian Baled [asap/. Italian Solabeti• White Fish,
Chi
Fish. SATURDAY_ Menton inctrelodos end locos. Swiss Sleek. SUNDAY. Roast
Beef as jus. Chicken Breast Rollops PIERYDAY - SO** emellItY
AN Dinners
served with Relish Tray, Bean Soup ard None Node Bread with ever, Dinner!
Betty and Bill

Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8
Yes We Can Really Please
507 N.12th
753-602.5

753-1C32

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Cooked Just the Way You Like Them

Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger

Lamplighter Restaurant
489-2740

Phone 753-8488
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Burglars hate
Operation
Identification
Ask any
police officer why

CRIME
CHECK
(This advertisement published as a public service by The Murray Ledger & Times)
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Tar, Nicotine Ratings Given For
135 Varieties Of Cigarette Brands
WASHINGTON (AP)- Carlton and King Sano offer the
lowest levels of tar and nicotine
among 135 varieties of domedtically available cigarettes
while Players and king-size
English Ovals have the worst
ratings, according to the latest
tests by the Federal Trade
Commission.
The commission's semi-annual report, released today,
was based on random samples
of all domestic brands. The
cigarettes tested were purchased in most cases at 50 locations around the country between March and May.
The ratings champion was
the filtered, regular-sized Carlton with 2 milligrams of "tar"
- or dry particulate matter per cigarette and .2 milligrams
of nicotine. The report noted,
however, that the regular-size
Carlton was not available in all
markets.
The more widely sold Carlton
filter kings, either regular or
menthol, came in second on the
list with 4 mg. tar and .3 mg.
nicotine, followed by filtered
King Sano with 7 mg. tar and .3
mg. of nicotine.
At the other end of the scale
were Players, highest in tar
with 31 mg. per cigarette and
English Ovals, worst in nicotine
with 2.3 mg.
Though there were minor
variations here and there, the
new tests showed essentially
the same results as those conducted earlier. There were no
dramatic changes for any
brand. One earlier co-leader,
Marvel filters, dropped from
the market, according to the
report.
Here are the latest ratings,
based on the order of tar val-
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100 mm. menthol 13
and
21 True 100 mm. 13 and .7
22 Marlboro Lights king
menthol 13 and .7
23 Marlboro Lights king 13
and 8
24 Doral king menthol 13 anti
11:2a5 Raleigh
l
Extra Mild king
and
26 Winston Lights king 14
and 1.0
7 dVic
142an
9eroy Extra Mild king
28. Doral king 14 and 1.0
29 Alpine king menthol 14
d . 9Miyako king 1/ and .9
an30
31
Parliament king (hard
pack) 14 and .8
32 Marlboro king menthol 15
and 9
33 Galaxy king 15 and 1.0
34. Marlboro king (hard
pack) 15 and .9
35. Belair king menthol 15
and 1.1
36 Kent king (hardpack) 15
37 9Saratoga 120 mm menthol
and
(hardpack) 15 and 1.0
38. DuMaurier king (hard pack) 16 and 1.0
39. Viceroy king 16 and 1.0
parl
401. Raleigh
_ 4
king 16 and 1.0
iament king 16 and .9
42 Benson and Hedges king
(hardpack) 16 and 1.1
43 Silva Thins 100 mm. menthol 16 and 1.1
44 Philip Morris 100 mm
menthol (hardpack) 16 and 1.0
45 Pall Mall 100 mm menthol
16 and 1.2
46. Kent king 16 and 10
47 Tramps king menthol 16

63. Old Gold king 17 and 1
61. Parliamen• 100 mm
and 1.1.
1.1,5. Viceroy

100 mm

17

17 and

an6d9.1.Z
2ack hardpack kings 18
and
70. Benson and Hedges 100
d 1m.2
enthol 18 and 1.1
71. Newport king menthol 18
and
72.
regular non -filter 18
and
73. Zack king filter 18 end 1.3
,dm1er1'bora king harddack
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20. True
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8 Lucky Ten king 10 and .7
.7
Mul
king menthol 10
and
11 Lucky
10.
mail m. 10 and .7
ky 100m
Extra Mild
(hard pack) king 10 and .7
12. Pall Mall Extra Mild king
10 and .7
13 Tempo king 11 and .7
14. True king 11 and .6
15. Vantage king menthol 11
and
6 .7True king menthol 11 and
.6
17. Vantage king 11 and .7
18 Multifilter king 12 and .8
19 Kool Milds king menthol 13

79. Kent 100 mm 18 and 1.1
80 S• Moritz 100 mm 18 and
12
81. St. Moritz 100 mm men
•hol 18 and 1.2
82. Eve 100 mm menthol 18
and 1.2
83. Montclair king menthol 18
and 1.3
84 Oasis king menthol 18 and
1.2
85 L & M king 18 and 1.2
86 Winston 100 mm 18 and
1.2
87 Lark king 18 and 1.2
88 Chesterfield king 19 and
12
89. Salem king menthol 19
and 1.3
90. Eve 100 mm 19 and 1.2
91. Salem 100 mm menthol 19
and 1.3
92. Winston 100 mm menthol
19 and 1.3
93. Salem king menthol hard
pack 19 and 1.3
94 Newport 100 19 and 1.3
95. Camel king 19 and 1.3
96. Safari 100 mm 19 and 1.3
97. Chesterfield 101 mm 19
and 1.3
98. Lark 100 mm 19 and 1.3
99. chesterfield king menthol
19 and 1.3
100. L & M 100 mm 19 and 1.3
101. Winston king hardpack 20
and 1.3
102. Winston king 20 and 1.3
103. Kool regular non hirer
menthol 20 and 1.2
104. Spring 103 mm menthol
20 and 1.1
105. L & M 100 mm menthol
20 and 1.3
106. Home Run regular non
filler 20 and 1.5
107. Tareyton 100 mm 20 and
1.4
108. Old Gold Straights regular non-filter 20 and 1.2
109. Picayune regular non fil
ter 20 and 1.6
110. Philip Morris regular
non -filter 20 and 1.2
111. Pall Mall 100 mm 20 and
1.4
112. Tareyton kings 21 and 1.4
113. More 120 mm 21 and 1.5
114. More 120 mm menthol 21
and 1.6
115. Old Gold .1.()0 mm 21 and
1.4
116. Raleigh kings non filter
22 and 1.3
117. English Ovals regular
non -filter hardpack 22 and 1.6
118. Mapleton king 23 and .9
' 119. Camel regular non -filter
23 and 1.6
120. Old Gold Straights king
non -filter 24 and 1.5
121. Domino king 24 and 1.3
122. Chesterfield regular non
filter 24 and 1.4
123. Piedmont regular non -filter 25 and 1.4
124. Half and Half king 25
and 1.9
125. Philip Morris Commander king 25 and 1.4
126. Lucky Strike regular
non-filter 27 and 1.6
127. Fatima king non -filter 28
and 1.6
128. Pall Mall king non -filter
28 and 1.7
129. Chesterfield king non -filer 28 and 1.6
130. Domino king non -filter 79
and 1.1
131. Mapleton regular non-fit•er 29 and 1.3
132. English Ovals king non•
filter hardpack 29 and 2.3
133. Bull Durham king 29 and
1.9
134. Herbert Tareyton king
non-filter 29 and 1.8
135. Players regular non filter
hardpack 31 and 2 0
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pack 17 and 1.1.
mm menthol 17
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at .2 nicotine
2. Carlton king menthol 4 and
3
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4. King Sano menthol 7 and 3
5. King Sono 7 and .3
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50. Raleigh 100 mm 17 and 1.1
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and 1.0
54. Tramps king 17 and 1.1
menthol
55. Newport king
hardpack 17 and 1.1
56. Ken: 100 menthol 17 and
1.1
.2 Gold king hardpack 17
7. 10ld
and
58. L & M king hardpack 17
and 1.1
-59. #(001 king hardpack 17 and
1.3
60. Silva Thins 100 mm 17 and
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1.1
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l 3 Extra king menthol
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Mogollon is the name of the
prehistoric Indians who lived in
southeastern Arizona and New
Mexico from about 500 B.C. to
A.D. 1200. Scientists believe
they disappeared about 1250.
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432 Tribe
1 Once around
Ventilated
track
lys, as
4 Sleeveless
5
8
sentence
cloak
7 Before
8 Liquefy
8 Choral
12 Transgress
composition
13 Falsifier
14 Genus of
9 ame pen
name
olives
ngof
d
15 Music as
10
fasting
written
18 Apprehending 11 Labels
18 Fruit of the
17 Downpour
19 BacterioloDine (PI-)
20 Warms
gists wire
21 Doom
21 Journey
forth
23 Railroad
War god
station
25 Get up
22
24 Seed
27 Seed
container
28 Siamese
26 Whir pools
Dealt secretly
28
native
31 Retreat
33 Leave
35 Compass
point
38 Father
(colloq
38 Fiber plant
39 Bishop's
headdress
41 µam
42 Weird
45 Out of date
47 Ecstasy
49 Decay
52 Keen
53 Arrow poison
54 Female sheep
55 High cards
58 Fixed period
of time
57 Lair

MORGANFIELD, Ky. (AP)
- The Tennessee Valley Authority, bracing for a return of
high coal prices, has acquired
some 74 million tons of ''reserve" coal in Western Kentucky.
John Lyon, a Knoxville,
Tenn., public information official for TVA, said Wednesday
the agency is trying to hold its
electricity prices down by obtaining coal it can mine for less
than it would cost on the spot
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1 French plural
article

-

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
A.mbuhince
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
-7..
Comprehensive We
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line. ..753-NEED
Learn to Read. . 753-2288

Have Your
Photographs
For
Christmas
Giving
made at loves Studio,
503 Poplar

Call 753-1341
for appointment

Social Concerns

Committee and
The Ledger
L Times

DUE TO
EXCESSIVE INVENTORY

WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.

JARMAN
SHOES

KING'S DEN

STEEL FARM
BUILDINGS
In various sizes and
colors to be sold at
huge discounts
Call

I

Bill Rudd
Collect
913-649-9600

Murray Coins
And Antiques
Wetted: Celas-GeWSilver end
Depress/ea Glass

opposite bus station
108 North 6th Street

753-0140.
PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER A TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS fOtLOWS
News. Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753- / 919
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-/9I7

•

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
•must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
GIFT TIME Gift Catalog,
with a whole world of new
gifts. Send 25 cents to T K
Products, Box
543,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Calhoon's
Catfish
Form

market.
Lyon said the new reserves
lie under 6,000 acres adjoining
the old Camp Breckinridge
property in northeastern Union
County.
He said the mine, in the "Waverly Coal Block," is expected
to produce about 35 million tons
of coal over 25 years.
By paying the Peabody Coal
Co. the cost of mining plus a
management fee of about 80
cents a ton, and will pay a royalty of at least 50 cents a ton to
the landowners, who were not
identified.
Lyon said a lease for a minimum of 20 years was negotiated with James Williams of
Evansville, Ind., who represented the landowners.
TVA estimated in 19'74 that
such an arrangement would allow it to obtain coal for $12.05 a
ton. At that time, coal was selling on the open market for up
to $50 a ton.
Spot market prices have
dropped to $10 to $15 a ton, but
TVA authorities have said they
are preparing for another rise.
TVA receives some 6 million
tons of coal annually from producers mining TVA-owned reserves in Western Kentucky
and Eastern Tennessee.
The authority's 12 steam generating plants, including the
Shawnee Steam plant near
Paducah and the Paradise
Steam Plant near Central City,
use 35 to 40 million tons of coal
a year, about 26 million tons of
it from the Western Kentucky
coalfields.

New Providence
will be seining grown
catfish,
Saturday
November 8. $100 per
pound, live
only.
Available
Saturday
p.m. and Sunday while
they last.

Attention farmers
8 Home Owners
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Need Them:

TVA Acquires Reserve
Coal In Western State
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xx.

Classified
ads

Se.

//-4

The mole cricket is a large
-cricket which burrows in the
ground like a mole Mole crickets live throughout the tropical
and. temperate zones of the
world. In Puerto Rico it is the
worst insect pest of the sugar
crop

MUNN

Please give directions.
Morning, Nottn 'nr
Evening.
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Inigtans,CLASSIFIED ADS!
4. In Memory

6. Help Wanted

S. Lost And Found

IN LOVING Memory of
A nice female WE NEED christmas help.
Sammy Farley. We do not FOUND
Would you like to earn
hound puppy. Call 753need a special day to
$200.00 between now and
8880.
bring you to our minds.
Christmas? If so, and you
The days we do not think
can spare 2 hours a day
calves
black
TWO
LOST
of you are very hard to
call 753-8970 between 2
about 250 lbs. each in Dog
find. Our hearts still ache
and 5 p.m.
southeast
area,
Creek
with sadness and secret
section of county. $15.00
ears still flow. What it
reward each for the
meant to lose you, no one
return of calves. Call 436- $200.00 WEEKLY possible
will ever know. When we
5560.
stuffing envelopes. Send
are sad and lonely, and
self-addressed, stamped
everything goes wrong,
envelope to TK ENWe seem to hear you
TERPRISE, Box 26,
whisper, "Cheer up and 6 Help Wanted
Stanberry, Mo. 64489.
carry on." Each time we
see your photo you seem
to say "Don't cry, I'm SALES HELP wanted
between the ages of 25 to
only sleeping, we'll meet
40. Send resume to P.O.
again some day." Sadly
Waitress Wanted
Box 32-I, Murray.
missed by his family.

Jerry's Restate-eat

liquidation Sale
All Men's
;

Close Out!
On Selected Styles

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

Men's Dress
Boots

8 Storage Buildings

All Men's

Socks-Underwear
T-Shirts
Off

Now 111 Christmas

Bargains-Bargains-Bargains
1 Rack Ladies

Blouses-Jeans
Casual & Dress
Slacks
Less Than

11 2
/

CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
Buildings. 81104388, 8:12$432,8:164576, 10x204989.
Free normal delivery.
Many in stock to choose
from. Any size built to
order. Protect your lawn
and garden tools. Buy a
storage building now.
Prices will never be
lower. We will be closed
for the seasons from
November 15- 1975 to
March 15, 1976. Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530964.

12. Insurance

Price

Alp

$10,000 worth of
authentic handmade
Indian

Turquoise Jewelry
Buy your Christmas Gift Early while selection is good
Vernon's has good selection Bicentennial Boots for the
whole family

If you're a
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

Insulated

Northern
Rubber Boots
$19"

WESTERN
VERNON'S ORE
Boots & Shoes For Every Activity Dodge The Sun"

The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.

.-- Shoe Repair Dept
753-9885

Western Dept.
Olympic Plaza
9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sunday

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

ESTATE AUCTION
SALE DATE: SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1975 - 10:00 A. M. - Rain or Shine
EQUIPMENT: Selomplag I. the late Tarry Walleye
EANNART TEACT011 IL EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 'I was *row Dew
LOCATION: Sala to he held
Nato Rafts 45, »ward Eria, Tom.

222-5424 or 232.518$

Also 750 Cass Crowlor-good
Immediately following the above sale, Earhart Tractor &.Equipment Co. will sell
the following items: 1-1973 IH Pickup Truck; 1-1979 Chevrolet 2-ton truck with 18
all metal bed, w/4 ft metal sides (a real farm truck); 1-1774 1-ton GMC, 27,000
miles, with hoist, cattle racks, Extra Clean!!!! Tractors & Equipment - 15-farm
tractors - John Deere, Massey Ferguson & Fords - some with front end loaders; industrial lift - 30-feet; 16-ft hay trailer; plows, diskanowers, rotary cutters, disk
harrows, rodiry hoes; label miscellaneous farm equipment - almost anything you
need for your farm will be here.
FOR FIRMA INFORMATION, eall Ihionitt Eartiort, 232.7031 or 232.5540 D000r, Tow

Bogard Realty L Auction Co.
SO
FA Bogie" Boprd,
(eve 232-517ffikomo::nom
tiover, Tern.WOOS

COUCH, GOLD and white,
warm morning heater,
inner spring mattress.
Call 753-4077 after 4:30.

"SELL THE clUICIT WAY"
LICENSED IN TENNESSEE & KEN TUCK v
BOX 154 - DOVER,TENNESSEE,7705$

TAMPA

17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELF.C'rROLU X SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

19 Farm Equipment

309 MASSEY Ferguson
diesel. Rice and cane
tires. Excellent condition.
SIDING, Pickup reel. Header
ALCOA
Aluminum Service Co.
control. 13' table. Phone
Call 492-8647.
Sedalia, 328-8275.

OAK DISPLAY table. Call EIGHT FOOT, tough time
435-4360 after 4 p.m.
wheel disc. Practically
new. Call 753-2913.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
G.E. AUTOMATIC washer. 35 FERGUSON tractor,
$50.00. Call 753-0155.
like new. Call 753-4383.
THREE PIECE bedroom 11
2'MN Chevy bean truck.
/
sets including box springs New paint. $375.00. Call
and mattress, Walnut 436-2294.
formica. Call 492-8160
after 4 p.m.
1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition. Call
BEAUTIFUL GREETING
474-2321.
cards including Christmas, notes, stationery,
TWO 14" Masse) Ferguson
Call Gerald Waldrop at
plows. Good condition.
753-1712 or Mrs. Keys
1966 Buick
$200.00.
Keel at 753-4672. Phone
Electra 225, 2 door hard
today!
top, all power, $225.00.
Call 753-7143
LENOX CHINA, Brookdale
pattern. Never been used.
Reasonable priced. Call 16 FT. TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
767-4471 after 5:30
Farm Equipment 7' Ford
disc, gill pullverizer. Call
Pump organ, metal of753-7370.
fice desk and many
miscellaneous househol20 Sports Equ:pment
d furniture. Plus air
purifier.
FOR SALE, ping pang
Call 753-2500
table. Call 753-8869 after 5.
PLYWOOD
FT.
14
fiberglass boat with 25
h.p. Johnson motor and
tilt bed trailer. $150.00 or
QUILTS FOR Christmas
best offer. Call 753-7905.
Gifts. All kinds, hand
quilted. Reasonable NORTHWESTERN GOLF
price. Call afternoon, 753- Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
4375.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
BUNK BEDS and chests, 2 grain bed farm trailer. 2
air conditioners, drapes bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
and rug to match. Small Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
round table, underpinning
hunter,
and blocks. Can be seen at GOOSE-DUCK
412 South 10th.
Remington 1100, 3 inch
mag, 30" barrell. New.
FRIGIDAIRE,5.5 amp,950 Call 753-8255 after 5.
watt. Front loader dishwasher, $75.00. Call 436- 1975 DELTA PRO BASS
5338 after 6.
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
FLUFFY SOFT and bright trim. Call 753-3932 or 753are carpets cleaned with =6 after 4.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western 22 Musical
Auto, Home of "Wishing
PIANO TUNING, repair
Well Gift Shop."
and rebuilding, prompt
BABY BED, training
service. Rebuilt pianos
chair. Call 753-3302 after 6 for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
p.m.

CAMEL COLORED ladies
coat by Youth Craft. Size
14. $15.00. Call 489-2423.

Ti...on

LIST FROM ESTATE
1-2 ton, 1970 Chevrolet H. D. Dump Truck; 1-750 Ford Dump Truck; 1-2-ton. 1971
Chevrolet, H. D. Dump Truck; 1-Model 0. T. Breakdown trailer; 1-Case 1150
Crawler Loader; 1-Model 600 Case Bull Dozer; 1-1964 Chevrolet - 3'4 ton pick up; 1Ford Truck Tractor, H. D.Single Axle; 1-Low Boy; 1-Massey Ferguson Tractor(50
series) with breaking plow; 1-Tractor Wagon; 1-10 x 55 Mobile Home (Detroiter)
1959; Sup A-Farmall,
Arkapirdainnris: hi* litalleco. WIllan D. Nowell Trans*,

USED WOODEN kitchen
table with four chairs.
Suitable for refinishing or
painting. Call 753-1566.

NEED EXTRA money for SET OF Encyclopedias,
new, 24 vol., Collier plus
Christmas. Four
volume, set of Jr.
10
75.00
time,
part
openings,
Classic story books,6 vol.
up per week, full time
150.00 up per week. Car Science library,6 vol. Life
Cycle library. Complete
necessary. Write for
interview. Send address with book shelves an
and phone number to P.O. excellent library for the
family. Must sell. Cheap.
Box 151, Murray, Ky.
Call 767-4055 after 5 p.m.

Dress Shoes
1 2 price &lower
/

30%

16 Home Furnishings

VENEER LOGS wanted, MATCHING
GREEN
white oak, walnut, ash
couch, chair and rocker.
and hackberry. Highest
Reasonably priced. Call
prices paid for logs 14" in
753-0412.
up.
diameter
and
Delivered to Benton, Ky. ONE MEDITERRANEAN
Also will buy standing
living room chair Drexel
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
walnut bookcase headMiller 354-8440.
board and matching night
stand. One Spanish
IS Articles For Sale
screen. Call 753-8869 after
S.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning REFRIGERAJOR
carpets? It's super! Rent
Freezer, 24 cubic foot,
electric shampooer Big K, side-by-side, ice maker
Bel Air Shopping Center.
with ice service in door.
Less than two years old.
Call 527-7168. Also 36"
GREEN VINYL couch,
Electric range.
$25.00. Call 753-9446.

Apply in person.

Christmas Now!!

14. Want To Buy

I athey, lac 304
4414742
Dickson, Tenn.

ESTATE
AUCTION
Saturday, November 8
1:00 p. m.
MUM: It% Fiord F400, 2 ha track with flood b4 wad antis
mks. 1%7 Chiny pieinip Mock with WWI tires
FARM MCINTIRE: 1%5 Ferossaira 35 trona
coadlokoa,
spread.., mak read wimple with stool wh..ls goody sash
isarwar. deal% shovel, mum mars Naas.
NOVIROIRLD nussi mown referiparator with
(1 osioath ill) hisphisho non, ruthless woad honor, 7 p ~sprig rib*
haw nosier, C.1 washer Old dryer, %ow noodle ...dam (tni.
affeat), tr, ion% sot anon lad chair, pew, se diva
othisrwaro sort, dishes,*saw wooinsers, ether it..,,
%AEON FOR SALE: To writs ones of Mr. Lacy Peel
LOCATION: Trigg Cipoirly. hist of Cadh it Notatevon ten off 110wiry 441 aato Illiockewrila lied, osi 7 vilas, tic.. 101 .414. MM.bW
%at Ramp laud. Watch for Brie

JOHN RANDOLPH
REALTY AND AUCTION COW.
JohnRandolph
Broker-Auctioneer

Meredith
Salesman-App A Kt°neer
Rogers

24. MtscellaneJus

22 Mosul

27 Mobile Home Sales

3
HOME.
MOBILE
bedrooms with bath and a
half. Completely furnished. Set up with underpinning and is conveniently close to town.
Call 753-0048 after
$3,600.
1971 % TON Ford tran5:30.
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716.

FOR SALE majestic
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

BALDWLN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.

MOBILE
HALLMARK
home, 12 x 46. Very good.
Portable TV., 19" screen,
big jack antenna, radio,
electric skillet, 2 chairs,
new perfection oil heater,
coffee table, lamp table,
good firm mattress, yard
chairs. Call 489-2653 after
5 p.m.

Real
Estate

24 Miscellaneous
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.

LEE

SIX CYLINDER Ford
pickup truck motor. Fits
model 65 and up. 240 c.i.d.
$85.00. Seven
piece
smoked glass dinette set,
6 months old. $200.00. Call
753-9680.

MUFFLERS

In Stock For All
Makes dr Models

26. TV Radio

All Installation Ports

STEREO.
MAGNAVOX
Like new. AM, FM r44io
and record player. Call
753-0060.

Included.

$21"
Murray Home
& Auto

By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

HEAVY EQUIPMENT.
Adam road grader, good
condition. Call 502-7539807 or 502-354-6392.

Chestnut St

23" BLACK and white
Motorola T.V., excellent
condition. $150. Call 7674787.

11,60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals included. External PA jack.
Phone 753-6753.

FOR RENT...By the month...40' x 64' Armco Steel
Shop Building with 3 deluxe offices and a spacious
lobby. Lobby and offices carpeted, entire building
has central heat and air, 2 baths, electrically
operated overhead door, good well, (city water
available), situated on a two acre tract at the intersection of Ky. 1550 and Ky. 783, 3,1 miles Southwest of Murray.
DESIRABLE 3-Bedroom Brick on a large lot in
Gatesborough Subdivision. Has a living room,
dining ell, large kitchen with additional dining
space, utility room, family room with fireplace, 2
full ceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting, central
heat and air, double garage, patio with natural gas
grill, sun room with louvred windows, built-in
range,dishwasher and disposal.
65 ACRES, mostly wooded, with an old frame house
that could be salvaged. Has approximately 18-20
acres tendable land, some river bottomland.
Located on a well maintained county road, 15 miles
Southeast of Murray.
JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in
Fairview Acres Subdivision. Has a living room, kitchen-family room combination, Ps baths, utility
room, single garage, sis acre lot. Has a built-in kitchen range, oven and hood, wall to wall carpeting,
central heat and air conditioning.
CLEAN-UP SHOP SITE.. located on Concord Highway (Ky. 121) just one mile Southeast of Murray.
Has good road frontage, driveway, well water or
city water available. Priced at only $5,000.
21 ACRES CHOICE DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY,located 2 miles West of Murray, near the Oaks
Country Club,on Oaks Road. Has 660' blacktop frontage, approximately 7 acres of woods. Slopes only 15
feet from the front to the rear of the property. Approximately 14 acres currently being cultivated.
PARTIALLY COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK
home in Lynnwood F-states Subdivision, 2 miles
Southeast of Murray. Has city water, central heat
and air, wall to wall carpeting, single car garage,
corner lot. House has a living room, family room,
2 baths, utility room,lots of
/
kitchen with built-ins, 11
closet space.
6 ACRE COMMERCIAL TYPE PROPERTY, outside the city limits of Murray on US-641. Has approximately 300 ft. frontage on the blacktop.
Suitable for many commercial usages. Out of state
owner wants to sell.
2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME (asbestos shingles)
located on Ky. 121, Southeast, approximately one
mile from the city limits. Has a 200' deep lot, good
deep well water, currently renting for $100 per month, yet priced at only $8,500.
DESIRABLE 2-BEDROOM WATERFRONT Home
in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Has 2 porches
overlooking the main lake, central heat and air,
wall to wall carpeting, 2 baths, large glassed area in
the kitchen-dining room and the family room. Additional room not yet completed.
2 miles Southeast of
/
50 ACRE FARM, located 61
Murray, at the intersection of Craig Road and
Collins Road. Has approximately 1,000 ft. blacktop
frontage, good sized tobacco barn, 25-30 acres in
cultivation. Several good house building sites.

Ingredients For Investment
Housing prices have gone
up steeply since the mid60's for two bask reasons.
First, the shortage of new
savings made it difficult to
finance private housing and
the number of new housing
units but each year was far
below that what it should
have been. Vince there is a
steady growth in population,
this puts pressure on our
housing reserves and prices
rise.
Second, there have been
inflationary increases in the
labor and materials costs
that go into building a
house. In most urban areas,
land values continue to go
up each year, too. (Our tax
system
encourages
speculation in unimproved

Land which helps raise the
pike.)
So here are the readymade ingredients for a good
investment We all need
housing of some kind, and
according to the experts, the
price of housing wal continue to go even higher,
though perhaps, not as
dramatically as in the past
few years.

If there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone: 753-4451. We re here
to help!

3 COMMERCIALLY ZONED ACRES in the city
limits of Murray, across Ky. 121 By-Pass from
Murray State University. Has all city utilities
available, good frontage on Ky. 121 and North 16th
Street. Owners will sell outright or build and lease
to suitable tenant.
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK AND
REDWOOD HOME overlooking Kentucky Lake
( Cypress Creek) at Shamrock Resort. Has a large
family room with fireplace, kitchen with range,
refrigerator and dishwasher included,2 full baths, 2
redwood decks overlooking the lake, gas operated
heat and electric air (central), wall to wall carpeting. Must see to appreciate. Owner has moved
out of state and needs to sell.
67 ACRES OF GOOD PRODUCING FARMLAND,
located approximately 13 miles Southwest of
Murray, in Henry County, Tn. Has a good sized
tobacco barn, large stock pond, approximately 29
acres of tendable land.
6 ACRE TRACT, with a large stock barn, substantial machinery shed, 5 acres in cultivation.
Located approximately 10 miles South of Murray, 2
miles West of US-641. Some financing assistance
available from the owner.
10' x 40' Colurnbian Mobile Home, located on a 200'
deep, wooded lot in Keniana Subdivision, a short
distance from Kentucky Lake. Mobile home is completely furnished, set-up, under-penned, and ready
for occupancy. Full price $4,500.
190 ACRE CATTLE FARM,located on Watts Road,
approximately 13 miles from Murray and 2 miles
from Kentucky Lake. Has ½ mile road frontage, 3bedroom 12' x 70' mobile home, good deep well,
several outbuildings, lots of wooded area. Joins a
lake area subdivision on the Southeast side.
16 ADJOINING LAKE LOTS, in Center Ridge Subdivision, on Ky. 732. Owner will sell all or
separately.
APARTMENT COMPLEX,consisting of one 7-room
and bath apartment and one 3-room and bath apartment in a large frame house; one 4-room and bath
apartment and one 3-room and bath apartment in a
relatively new concrete block and masonite
building at the rear of the property. Produces a
good revenue for the investment. Located within
walking distance of downtown Murray.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM, 310 acres under fence,
located 15 miles Southeast of Murray on Grubbs
Road. Has approximately 125 acres of Blood River
bottomland, 150 acres tendable.
INCOME PRODUCING PROPERTY with a completely remodeled 2-bedroom residence. Located at
603 Vine Street, near downtown Murray. Has 2 rental apartments in the rear of the property that
provide a good source of revenue.
55 ACRE WOODED TRACT,located 10 miles South
of Murray, in Henry County, Tn. Suitable for a
week-end retreat or hunting preserve.
OF RESIDENTIAL
GOOD SELECTION
BUILDING LOTS in Hazel, Murray, Panorama
Shores, Pine Bluff Shores, Keniana Shores, Linton
Shores, Cypress Creek ( Holiday Hills), Lakeway
Shores, Candlelight Estates, Lynnwood Estates,
Fairview Acres, Raspberry Subdivision, Jackson
Acres, Kingswood Subdivision, Sherwood Forest,
etc.

To BUY,See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
Home Phirtes:
Felten L Young-753-4946

Phone 753-7333
408 South 4tirStreet
Ishmael Stinson - 753-3744

. ssee
Licen'sed In Kentvciimiantfenne
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27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 70 CITATION, 1973
model, 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, central heat,
carpeted. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7598
after 5:00 p.m.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and air,
throughout,
carpeted
refrigerator and stove,
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. Call 753-9816.

ite

er
Estate

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.

ise the

readya good
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I conhigher,
lot as
he past

1968 12 x 60, underpinned,
air conditioned, carpet,
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Call 753-7423.
TWO TRAILERS, one for
rent, one for sale. Central
heat and air, washer and
dryer. Refrigerator and
stove. Call 753-2669.
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29. Mobile Home Rentals

1E

YOUNG COUPLE, no
children, moving Jan. 3
wants to rent unfurnished
house or apartment. Send
information. Charles
Horton, Route 6, Olney,
111. 62450

32 Apartments FW Rent
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment, all electric,
New Concord. $50.00 a
month. Call 436-2427.

NESBITT FABRIC shop
building. 641 South of
Midway. Call 492-8287.

37 Livestock

Supplies

TEN PIGS eight weeks old.
Phone 7534205.

41. Public Sale
REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15 GARAGE SALE, Friday
no. Also cows, bred and
and Saturday. Somthing
open heifers. Call 901-247- for everybody, everything
5487. Rex Robinson.
must go. 1718 Holiday
Drive.

46 Homes For Sale
OWNER. Three
BY
bedroom brick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
Stella and Kirksey. Immediate possession.
Phone 489-2167.

38 Pets Supplies
MURRAY
MANOR
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
RUMMAGE SALE at
ADULT
Toy
unfurnished, except stove FOUR
Caldwell Cars Inc. 310
Poodles. Two male and 2
and refrigerator, water
North 4th at 8 a.m. on the
female.
Also
eight
bill paid. Central heat and
8th of November. All
1964 MODEL 10 x 50 with 4
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
compartment cage. Call
air conditioning. Start at
clothing of. Essie Caldx 8expansion living room,
home fully carpeted.
753-9349.
120.00 per month. Call 753well.
$1,400. Also 2 bedroom 8
Attached garage. Den
8668.
ft. wide trailer. Call 753Acre of land, apple trees.
AKC POODLE puppies, GARAGE SALE 94 East
5980.
Located on 641 South,
silver and black. Also
one mile. Yellow house on
FURNISHED
APARTMurray. Call 753-0154.
young parrakeets. Phone
left. Call 753-2669.
MENT. One or two
29. Mobile Home Rentals
753-6379.
bedrooms. Zimmerman
MOBILE
PATIO SALE. Saturday 1 HOUSE
HOME
in
Apartments, South 16th
AND LOT, good
country, 10 miles from
BORDER COLLIE dog, 16
to 4 p.m. 300 South 5th.
Street. 753-6609.
location in growing
Murray. Electric heat.
months old. Call 437-4365.
Used furniture and apKirksey, Ky Excellent
$50.00 per month. Call 474- THREE
pliances.
BEDROOM
water, new pump, new
2318.
duplex with dining room. TWO BIRD dogs. Coal oil
carpets, all electric,
43
Real
Estate
heating stove. Call nights
Close to town. Phone 753furnished. $12,500 Route
492-6274.
MOBILE HOME for rent, 3 1651 or 7534086 after 5:30.
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky
THREE
ATTRACTIVE
bedrooms, bath and half.
Phone 489-2330.
bedroom house on large
one TWO TOY POODLES, 3
Partially furnished, EXTRA
NICE
months old. One male and
wooded lot near Carter THREE
washer, air conditioner, bedroom furnished
BEDROOM brick,
School. Newly decorated
gas heat, 1 mile South of
apartment. Next to White, one female. $50.00 each.
1315 Kirkwood Drive.
inside and outside. Large
Hazel, Highway 641.
Hall. $105.00 per month. Call 753-0757.
Carpet, appliances,
living room, dining room,
Phone 247-3946.
Call 753-3805.
concreted
drive, im39 Poultry Supplies
bath, kitchen and extra
mediate possession
paneled den with
large
us
$20,000. Call 753-4074 or
HENS FOR sale. Call 474brick fireplace. Tappan
753-1311.
2361.
1r1.
7.7117
and
disposal
dishwasher,
".7:ff,. .11
V2,11.1•70:71M1
electric range. Carpeting, THREE BEDROOM, 1'2
r.11Nrir
41 Public Sales
curtains and draperies
riraluil:.
.vii
.
.
c
bath newly decorated, 312
rtrr
r:/ra
Monthly
included.
North 12. Would make
TWO CHEST of drawers,
payments are lower than
good invettrient. $18,500.
black and white T.V.,
rent. We have this
Call 753-=11.
infants clothing, other
MOM 241-2421
reasonably priced at only
play
sizes,
all
clothing
126 So. 46
$18,000.00. ('-all John C.
pen, walker, glassware.
Mifflin, KY.
Neubauer, Real Estate, THE QUALIFIED per/
2
Call 753-2478. 13061
753-0101-7531 or Robert
sonnel at Guy Spann
Sycamore. Sale go rest of
Associate
Rodgers,
Realty are waiting to talk
the week.
For Complete Real Estate or Auction Service
Broker, 753-7116 for apto you regarding your real
pointment.
estate
needs. Our time is
BARGER REALTY - 247-2421
BARGAIN BARN, Rumyour time. Give us a call
01
mage Sale. South 13th and
or drop by the office at 901
Main. Every Saturday, CUSTOM HOMES built on
TERRY SHOEMAKER
Sycamore
Street, 753your
lot,
not
pre-fab,
no
November 8, 9 to 12.
7724.
down payment financing,
AUCTIONEER - 436-5327
Shell or completely
4-PARTY carport sale 1109
finished. Call 4894726.
Elm St., turn left 1 block
79 ACRES, 2 miles east of
south of Starks HardFarmington, on Highway
ware. Sat. Nov. 8, 9:30 IF YOU are thinking of
Household Auction
121. City gas and water, 3
lots
in
have
we
building
Clothing,
'p.m.
a.m.-4:00
Saturday, November 8,
bedroom mobile home. 50
every area of the county.
household & many misc.
acres
tillable. Call 1-345Westwood
listed
2
in
list.
Just
to
Shine
numerous
to
or
Items
10 a.m. Rain
2502
121
W.
on
Subdivision.
1
Armee.
Fenner
1703
home,
McCord
At Wien
Lake lots. Call 753-8080 or
RUMMAGE SALE:
Leave North 164 Street, off of Southwest corner of
Boyd-Majors CLOSE IN, walk to
contact
Hall,
Legion
American
campus.
University
Estate,
105 N. 12th.
Real
Clothes,
8:00-?
Saturday,
downtown. All brick, 3
Offering:
bottles and
games,
Avon
rosa
&rig
bedroom, dining room,
corms
twenties,
room
Nedra's, Ivies soil *slag
40 ACRES, ideal for cattle
much more.
large kitchen and atmid tables, owir somaism rases beds, dist, dresser, midis,
or horses, mostly fenced
bossy electric mid otbor kisser, mom doss SS% hip tap. Sego
tached garage. Imwith about 18 acres
CARPORT SALE, Friday
trove, baby pois sod ondkor. Sits adz, marble foot SW, mod
maculate throughout. See
Also
tendable, year round
asks box, old roso, basoiefer, sosop St tricks Ind
November 7,9 a.m.-5 p.m.
this lovely home now! For
botsuns Waists, nom Watlato paws sod locket, Sons, Or, wadi
creek through property. appointment call, Bob
/
2 miles out 641
Go 11
birsksts, orleraktiary, Moss of ors do*,
tler, world silts,
Priced to sell at only
South, turn right on Tom
Perrin, 753-3509, Claude
had sass, wrists's, sod mos soblis piss.
$12,500.00 Moffitt Realty
Taylor Road, % miles to
Miller Real Estate 753Lute mid drinks
Co., 206 South 12th 753- 5064. Need Professional
Martin Chapel Road on
Ws rosponstele fet accidists.
3597.
right second house on left.
help to get your home
Shoemaker Auction and
Avon bottles, dishes,
sold? Let us help you get
Livestock Company
clothes, odds and ends. NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
t he details worked out
within view of Highway
Licensed in city of Murray.
now. Claude L. Miller
641. Estate of Alfred
PORCH SALE. Rain or
Real Estate and ApKeys. Phone 7534162.
Friday
and
shine,
praisals, 753-5064, 753Saturday. 10 a.m. to ?
3059.
Corner of North 17th and ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Phone 753-3375
Miller Avenue. Clothes
FIVE ROOM brick, atSycamore has
five
and lots of odds and ends.
tached garage, 1405
licensed and bonded sales
Henry.
Carpet
personnel to serve you
throughout.
$17,500. Call
PUBLIC NOTICE
plus twenty years ex753-3358
A public hearing will be held November 24, 1975, at 7:00 p. m. at the Murray City
clusive real estate exHall Building. This hearing has been called for the purpose of receiving public
perience. Call 753-1651 or 41. Motorw-,
comment concerning the following described rezoning requests.
come by our office. We
A request has been made to change the zoning classification from R-2 to B-2 at
like to talk REAL 11173 YAMAHA MX 250,
the following described property. Beginning at a point approximately 200.00' north
excellent running conESTATE.
of the north right-of-way of Sycamore Street, this same point being located apdition Call 753-9168 or 436FOR YOUR insurance,
proxiamtely 195.00' east of the east right-of-way of Irvan Street, thence in a
5370.
Real Estate and Auction
southerly direction along the east right-of-way of Irvan Street approximately
200.00' to a point, this same point being the intersection of the north right-of-way of
service, with experienced 1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX
Irvan Street. Thence in an easterly direction along the north right-of-way of
Call 436-5335 after 5-00
personnel, contact
Sycamore Street approximately 195.00' to a point, this same point being located apWilson's office at 202
p.m
proximately 270.00' west of the west right-of-way of South 13th Street. Thence, in a
South 4th Street, across
from the post office or call 1974 YAMAHA, 175MX,
northerly direction parallels with the west right-of-way of South 13th Street ap753-3263 anytime, day,
1974 Yamaha 125 YZ. Call
proximately 200.00' to the point of beginning.
night and holidays.
753-2769,
A request has been made to change the zoning classification from R-2 to B-2 at
the following described property. Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of
Chestnut Street and the west right-of-way of North 10th Street. Thence, in A
westerly direction along the south right-of-way of Chestnut Street a distance of approximately 350.00' to a point, thence in a southerly direction a distance of 364.60'
to a point, this same point being located approximately 185.00' north of the north
Boy•wasstablished (38 teats)
right-of-way of Payne Street and approximately 500.00' west of the west right-ofprofitable retail business
way of 10th Street. Thence, in an easterly direction a distance of approximately
350.00' to a point, this same point being located approximately 150.00' west of the
west right-of-way of 10th Street. Thence, in a northerly direction parallel with the
364.60' to the point of
west right-of-way of 10th Street a distance of approximately.
beginning.
MURRAY PLANNING COMMISSION
NlaUNAN, KENTUCKY 420511
Marshall A. Gordon-Chairnian
Loyd Call, owner(To retire)
Dan W.Grimes-Resident Planner
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51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

M&B CONSTRUCTION NEED SOMETHING done.
WE WANT TO MAKE wet
Co.,landscaping, backhoe Windows washed, floors
basements dry. No
work, general hauling, waxed, yard work, small
digging or pumping.
bush hogging, Call 436- carpentry, etc. Patrick
Beaver water control
succeeds where others .2540.
Murphy, Call 153-8701.
fail. Guaranteed. Check
our
methods
with WILL DO carpentry jobs, 54. Free Column
satisfied customers. For
put plastic under houses,
ADULT FRIENDLY
free estimates contact
Roofing or Electrical
1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
Siamese cat. Male,
Morgan Construction Co.,
jobs.
Call
489-2255.
cylinder, automatic, 1975
neutered. Call 753-7294.
502-442-7026,
Route
2,
Box
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
LAKELAND CON- SPAYED FEMALE cat
42001.
STRUCTION. Backhoe and 2 kittens. Tiger
1968 GRAND PRIX, 2 door
work in vacinity of 121 striped grey. Call 753hard top. Call 492-8332.
LICENSED
ELECSouth and 94 South to New 3994.
TRICIAN - Prompt efConcord. Gravel, white
1965
INTERNATIONAL
ficient service. No job too
rock and top soil TWO 3 month old puppies.
1600. Five speed, trans.
small. Call Ernest White.
delivered anywhere. Call Part beagle. One is brown
Phone 753-2576.
753-0605.
Ross, 436-2505, open 7 and black, other brown
and white. Call 753-7069.
days a week.
1961 FORD Pickup truck, MOBILE HOME unFleetwood. Call 492-8332.
derpinning. Choice of
Help Wanted
---color and material. Will
1971 VW, BEETLE. Call
install. Call 753-1873.
Production
& Maintenance
753-9580.
Supervisor
BLOWN INSULATION.
1970 FORD LTD, 2 door
Interested in lowering
Modern Montrfacturing plant in Pens, Tenn. has imhardtop, good shape. $750.
your heating and cooling
mediate permanent openings for individuals who meet
Call 753-8506, 753-5877.
costs. Insulate today! Call
the following qualifications:
753-9446 after 5:00 p.m.
I. Minimum of 2 yaws industrial supervisory ex1963 FORD Galaxy XL 500
perience.
with air, 67,000 miles. Call WILL PUT plastic under
2. Must have related machinery or maintenance es492-8384. Vivian Sykes.
houses to keep down
perience.
Also 30 gallon water
moisture. Also small
3. Must be able to communicate well with people.
heater. Cheap.
carpentry jobs. Call 7534. Only those with above qualifications need apply.
1603.
Outstanding Salary & Fringe Programs Available
1972 JEEP COMMANDO,
Successful applicants will be experienced &
V-8, automatic, power SMALL DOZER work
aggressive individuals with proven ability to comsteering. Call 395-7554.
done. Call 753-7370.
municate.
Send
resume including salary requirements to:
1969 442 OLDSMOBILE, 2 AWNING, CARPORTS,
P.O. Box 610
door hard top, mags, 4
patio covers and enParis, Tenn. 38242
speed. G-50 tires. Ex- closures. Aluminum
An Equal Opportunity employer
cellent condition. Call 492- Service Co. Call 492-8647.
8332.
WILL CUT and trim trees.
1963 DODGE 330. Come and
Call 753-8278 for free
see it. 300 Woodlawn
estimate.
Drive.
Sunday, November 9, 1:30 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
1964 FALCON. Call 436The It Cetera Antique Shop
work. Gravel and top soil.
2483.
Call 436-5896 or 436-2306.
Hwy. 68, Jonathan Creek near Aurora, Ky.
1958 T-Bird, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New ires. All way above
average.
Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
492-8165.

12 x 50 AND 12 x IR all LARGE 2 bedroom, den,
living room, dining room,
electric, recent model
kitchen, utility and bath.
mobile homes. Both have
basement
Drive
in
central heat with air
garage. Central air and
conditioning. One, two
heat. Inquire at 1606 W.
bedroom and one, three
Main.
bedroom. Located conveniently in Riviera Cts.
Call 767-4055, after 6 p. m. A. For Rent Or Lease
Deposit required.

31. Want To Rent

51 Services Offered

49 Used Cars & Trucks

34. Houses For Rent

MP

WESTERN AUTO
STORE

r

Auction Sale

1970
INTERNATIONAL
pickup truck. Good
condition. Price $650.00.
Call after 4 p.m., 492-8354.

EXPERIENCED
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

1974 T-BIRD, all extras.
Call after 6 p.m., 7534020.

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa. Stronger longer
awnings by Howmet
Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
No down payment. Free
estimates. Call 492-8647.

1974 CHEVY,4 wheel drive
pickup. Call 247-8476 after
5 p.m., Mayfield, Ky.
NICE 1966 OPAL. 25-30
mpg. $475. Will trade for
truck. Call 753-1566.
1971 BUICK LeSabre, 4
door, power and air. Call
753-0720.
1973 GRAND PRIX, power
steering and brakes, tape
player, cruise control.
One owner, bought new in
Paducah. $3,200.00. Call
753-6965.
1964 OLDSMOBILE, 4
door, excellent running
condition. Call 492-8332.

1973 CHEVROLET,12 foot,
flat dump,2 ton. Call 7537370.

50. Campers

JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p.m.
CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, 4- very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

22 FT. FULLY self- GUTTERING BY Sears,
contained travel trailer
Sears seamless gutters
per
your
1972 model. Sacrifice
installed
$2,750 at Fox Meadows specifications. Call Larry
South 16th Street.Call 753- Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
3855.
SALE ON recreational
Arrowhead
vehicles.
Camper Sales, Highway
80 E., Mayfield, Ky. Call
247-8187.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1,2 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

51

services Offered

-EAVES RAKED for
Senior Citizens inside city
limits Sat. November 8,
starting 8:00 a.m. Little
Sisters of Alpha Kappa
Psi, Professional
Business Fraternity. Call
753-8791 or 753-8484 Before
Saturday.
ROY HARMON'S CARSHOP.
PENTER
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Calf 753-4124,liouth 4th
Street. Across from Hi-'
Burger.
AIEWOOD CUT to order.
Will deliver or if you have
the wood I will cut it for
you. Call 489-2255.

(across from the Dinner Bell Restaurant)
Mr. and Mrs. "Chad" Thompson ire not going out of
business but we aro sails, tint complete inventory as
they aro going oa a "toying" vocation this winter.
They am going to enlarge their store, restock and
epos again most spring for business as 'avid, so come
on and OM vs fora Grist Auction.
DEPRESSION GLASS! Madrid (amber and clear,
plates, bowls, dessert bowls); Cabbage Rose (amber and clear); Ballerina (green and yellow); Princess (yellow and pink); Spoke; Anniversary; Old
Cafe; Fortune; Poinsetta; Florentine (pink and amber); Miss American; Cubist; Parrott; Cherry
Blossum; Mayfair; Waterford; Sandwich Glass;
plus many more patterns. This is all Excellent
glassware: Black Amethist; Coke Collectors items
(old); Dolls; Bean Bottles; Ruby Red; Primitives:
Jenny Lynn Style Bed; Old High Chair; Library
Tables (2); Oak sideboard; sewing rocker with
cane seat (nice); ladder back chairs; trunks;
stoneware; brass and copper pieces; picture
frames, dining room set (table, 6 chairs and buffet
about 1920); bowl and pitcher; Avon Collectors,
plates (new); old kitchen cabinet; childs dishes;
English-Walnut sideboard; English hall tree,
English wash stand with tile back; all kinds of
"what-nots', occupied Japan; plus much, much
more.
This will be an Extra nice and on absolute auction. So
make plans now to be with us.
Terms end conditions announced at sale time.
Refreshments 'available
Sole will be under Tent
Rain or Shine
Thank You
PHILLIPS

JEFFREY

AUCTION CO.
PADUCAH, KY.

P. O. BOX 1455

1503 BROAD ST. AT 3RD

1502) 442-4300 OFFICE

1502) 554-2544 HOME

NOTICE
Notice is hereby , given by the Murray Planning Commission that a public
hearing will be held Monday, November 24, 1975, at 7:00 p. m. at the Murray City
Hall Building. The purpose of this meeting is to hear public comment on a request
to rezone the following described properties within the City of Murray, Kentucky.
B-2 Highway Business
Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of Southwood Drive, this same
point being located 415.93' from the east right-of-way of U. S. Highway 641 North,
thence in an easterly direction following the south right-of-way of Southwood Drive
for a distance of 1711.00'. Thence, in a northwesterly direction a distance of 433.00'
to the centerline of Northwood drive for a distance of 520.00' to a point; this same
point being the intersection of the centerlines of Northwood Drive and Valleywood
Drive. Thence, in a northerly direction along the centerline of Vallevwood Drive
for a distance of 795.00' to a point, this same point being 1223.00' north 83 deg. 06'
17" east from the east right-of-way of U.S. Highway 641 North. Thence,in a southwesterly direction for a distance of 675.00' to a point, this same point being located
356.60' north 83 deg. 06'17" east of the east right-of-way of U. S. Highway 641 North.
Thence, in a southwesterly direction for a distance of 875.00' to a point, this same
point being located 356.60' north 83 deg. 06' 17" east of the east right-of-way of U. S.
Highway 641 North. Thence, in a southwesterly direction 865.00' to the point of
beginning.
R-4 Residential
Beginning at a point at the intersection of the centerlines of Valleywood Drive
and Northwood Drive, thence in a northwesterly direction following the centerline
of Valleywood Drive for 3 distance of 795.00' to a point, this same point being
located on the northeast boundary of the Northwood Subdivision. Thence, north 83
deg. 06' 17" east for a distance of 570.00' to a point, this same point being the northeast corner of Northwood Subdivision. Thence, south 3 deg. 33' 10" east for a
distance 1000.00' to the centerline of Northwood Drive, thence, in a northwesterly
direction along the centerline of Northwood Drive for a distance of 520.00' to the
point of beginning.
All _interested persons are cordially invited to attend this public hearing.
MUTtitAY PLANNING-COMMISSION
Dr. Marshall Gordon,Chairman
Dan W.Grimes, Resident Planner

•
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West Virginia Tech Choir
To Present Concert Here
MONTGOMERY—One of the
most outstanding collegiate
choirs in the nation, the West
Virginia Tech Concert Choir
will visit Murray Stive
University for a concert on
November 8. Their performance is scheduled at the
Doyle Fine Arts Center in
Recital Hall A, beginning at 8
p.m.
The West Virginia group,
directed by Guy Owen Baker,
will perform in Murray as part
,tf a fall tour covering four
states, includihg Kentucky,
Ohio, Indiana, and West
Virginia. 'Also scheduled to
appear are the Tech Singers,
who have been called "West
Virginia's Artists in Residence"
by Gov. Arch A. Moore, Jr.

infour
and
singers
strumentalists, effect costume
changes as their music
changes.
Accompanied by the usual
guitar, bass, piano, and drums,
the Tech Singers are each vocal
soloists. Their director, Guy
Owen Baker, is currently
director of choral music at West
Virginia Tech and minister of
music at the First Presbyterian
Church, Oak Hill. His musical
career has been divided among
the concert and open stage, the
church, and the field of
education.

Baker's professional activities have made him much in
demand as a choral clinician,
vocal workshop resource
person, and director of choral
They have appeared at such festivals throughout the United
nationally famous hotels as the States.
Greenbrier in White Sulphur
Springs, the Shorem in
Washington, D.C., the Breakers
in West Palm Beach, Fla., and
the Fountainbleau in Miami.

Senior Citizens To
Be Guests At Game

Although the Tech Singers are
equally at home in pops, contemporary, and sacred music,
show biz is really their forte,
says Baker. To enhance the
group's excellent vocal performance, the Singers wear a
variety of costumes, each
depending upon the song being
rendered. To complement a
wide variety of music, including
sacred, jazz, rock, Latin and
South American, country and
western, or show tunes, the
Tech Singers, comprised of 24

Free tickets to the Murray
State-Austin Peay football
game on Saturday,November 8,
at Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray, will be available to all
senior citizens who are sixty
years of age or older.
Any Senior Citizen who wants
to attend the game may get
their ticket at the Senior
Citizens Office at 1620 West
Main Street or call 753-0929
before 4:30 p. m. Friday,
November 7.

Where America Shops for Gifts
OD

0

SALE

Sears

99451

711119943 NI
VI Ills

TOWN STAISOL OF
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
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Buy
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SAVE $80
Microwave Oven with Automatic
Defrost Cycle, 600 Watts of Power
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I Funerals
Funeral Is Friday
At Chapel For
Mrs. S. G. Pool
Funeral services for Mrs. S.
G. ( Beatrice Sue) Pool will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Hume with Rev. Jerry
Lee officiating. The West Fork
Baptist Church Choir, directed
by Alvin Usrey with Billy
Buchanan as soloist and Mrs.
Jerry Lee as organist, will be in
charge of the music and song
service.
Pallbearers will be Lyman
Dixon, Dewey Lampitins, Jr.,
Norville Cole, James Potts, Joe
Pat James, and Ralph Riley.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Pool, age 58, died
Wednesday at three a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where she had been a
patient since Monday. She and
her husband had been residing
here in their trailer for about
two months. Their home is in
Madison Heights, Mich.
The deceased was a graduate
of Kirksey High School and was
a member of the Temple
Baptist Church, Detroit, Mich.
Her parents were the late Zollie
and Amy Potts Norsworthy of
near Kirksey.
Survivors are her husband, S.
G. Pool; one daughter, Mrs.
Patty Holt, and three grandchildren, Roger, Laura, and
Julie Holt, Troy, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Hugh (Ida Lee)
Wells, Royal Oak, Mich.; one
brother, Woodrow Norsworthy,
Kirksey Route One.

Daniel E. Parker
Dies At Age 52;
Former Countian
Word has been received of the
death of Daniel E. Parker of
12318 East Rose Drive, Whittier,
Calif., who died at a hospital in
LOS Angeles on Tuesday at the
age of 52. His death followed an
extended illness.
Mr. Parker is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Mark D. Parker and a
brother of Robert H. (Bobby )
Parker, all of Murray. Born
August 29, 1923, in Calloway
County, he was the son of Mark
D. and Tamson Hale Parker.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Joan Bitten Parker, and one
daughter, Miss Sandy Parker,
Whittier, Calif.; one son, Danny
Parker, Laguna, Calif.;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mark D.
Parker, Murray; one sister,
Harrell,
Nancy
Mrs.
Morganfield; two brothers,
Voris W. Parker, Hopkinsville,
and Robert H.(Bobby) Parker,
Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday in Whittier, Calif.
Cremation will follow.
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Federal State Market News Service
November 6,1975
Kentucky Furthase Area Hog Market
Report hidlades 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 305 Est, SOO Barrows & Gilts
3.00-3.25 Weber Sows steady - mostly 1.00
hLgtec
01.00-51.50
US 1-22111301bn
650.50-51 00
US 1-32111114401bs
$49.75-50.50
US 2-431141/01bs
$41.00-49 75
US 3-4 MOO Ilia
—
Sows
$42.50-43 00
US 1-2VO1selka
$42.00-43 DO
US 1-33111141/11112.842.50-43.50
US 14 411,111910s.
14.1.50-42.50
Us 2-3311411111w
Boars 33.1146.18

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354.7
down 0.2. Below dam 303.0 down
0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.5
down 0.3. Below dam 317.7 up
10.3.
Sunset 4.55. Sunrise 6:27.
Moon sets 7:57 p. m., rises
Thursday 10:38 a. m.

NOTICE
The Bank of Murray, Murray, Kentucky has filed an application with the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation on October 23, 1975 to relocate its
Downtown Branch from 5th & Poplar Streets to South Manor Branch to be
located on a lot presently owned by the Bank of Murray which is adjacent
to the Southside Manor Shopping Center in the 600 block on South 12th
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Any person wishing to comment on this application may file his comments in writing with the Regional Director of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation at its regional Office at 37
West Broad Street, Suite 600, Columbus, Ohio 43215. If any person desires
to protest the granting of this application, he has the right to do so if he
files a written notice of his intent with the Regional Director within 15
days of the date of this publication. The nonconfidential portions of this
applteation- are on file-in the Regional •Offiee as part-Of-the public file
maintained by the Corporation. This file is available for public inspection
during regular business hours.

Piano Recital
Set On Campus
Susan Kay Kuhlman of Ft
Mitchell, a music education
major at Murray State
University, will present her
senior piano recital on the
campus on Sunday, Nov. 9.
Scheduled at 2 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building, the
program will also include a
selection on the harpsichord
entitekl "French Suite No. 5, G
Major" by Bach.
Piano numbers will be
"Noctrine Op. 55, No. 1" by
Chopin, Intermezzo Op. 118,
No. 2" and "Ballade Op. 118,
No. 3" by Brahms, "Visions
Fugitives Op. 22, Nos. 17 and
15" by Prokofiev, and "Mother
Goose Suite" by Ravel. Miss
Kuhlman will be accompanied
by her piano teacher, Mrs.
Marie Taylor, who is an
assistant professor of music at
the university.
Miss Kuhlman, who is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Kuhlman of 2833
'University Circle in Ft. Mitchell, has been active in several
music groups and organizations
on the campus.
She is an officer in Sigma
women's
Iota
Alpha
professional music fraternity, a
member of the Thoroughbred
Marching Band and the Murray
State Wind Sinfonietta, and the
accompanist for the University
Choir and Chorus. She has also
opera
in
participated
workshops on the campus.
Miss Kuhlman is also a
member of Alpha Chi and Alpha
honorary
Delta
Lambda
scholarship societies.

Legion And Auxiliary
Plans Meet On Friday

Teamsters Union Cancels Pacts
With AFL-C10 Over Meany Remarks

Gospel Singing And
Supper At Dexter
A special gospel singing and
supper will be held at the
Dexter Community Center on
Saturday, November 8, as
sponsored by the Dexter
Homemakers Club.
Supper will be served from
four to 6:30 p.m. with the plates
being one dollar per person.
The singing will start at seven
p.m, with featured groups to
include the Happy Life Quartet,
Sugar Creek Quartet, and
Brewers Quartet. A drawing for
a quilt will be held during the
evening's entertainment.
Proceeds from the event will
go to meet the pledge by the
club forthe Crippled Children's
Telethon.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Angered over comments by
George Meany, the Teamsters
union has canceled agreements
with AFL-CIO unions to honor
each other's strikes and jurisdictional lines, raising the possibility of interunion battles.
In a continuation of a
lengthy, bitter dispute over representation of California farm
workers, Meany, the AFL-CIO's
president, denounced the Teamsters last month as unworthy of
being called trade unionists.
The Teamsters retaliated by
revoking long-standing mutual
aid and no-raiding agreements
which it held with 22 AFL-CIO
unions.
-This is done reluctantly,"
Teamsters President Frank E.
Fitzsimmons notified AFL-CIO
union leaders in letters dated
Oct. 24. He added that he was
particularly annoyed by their
silence following Meany's remark, indicating they agreed
with what Meany said.
The Teamsters, the nation's
biggest union with more than
two million members, has the
resources to take on almost any
other union in the country. But
since it was expelled from the
AFL-CIO in 1957 over corruption charges, it generally has
avoided raiding other unions.
Although cancellation of the
pacts opens the risk of jurisdictional raids and picket line
warfare, Teamsters and AFLCIO officials question whether
the latest flare-up will become
that serious. They noted these
agreements were carried out
primarily at the local level and
predicted they were likely to
still be honored informally in
most cases.
•'There's obviously a good
deal of Teamsters all over the
country who are good union
people and don't cross anybody's picket line," said one
AIL-CIO official. A Teamsters
official noted there was no "directive in Fitzsimmons' letter
for the locals to go out and
start raiding."
An official of the Retail
Clerks union, repesenting many
supermarket employes, also ex-

pressed doubt the local arrangements would be broken.
However, he warned that "if
they are violated and the
Teamsters believe they can
raid with impunity, they are
wrong."
Nevertheless,the Meany-Fitzsimmons feud has caught many
AFL-CIO union chiefs in the
middle of an explosive situation. These leaders owe allegiance to Meany but depend on
Teamster support to strengthen

Tunick Represents
State At Session

their economic position during
a strike.
Fitzsimmons threatened to
revoke the agreements earlier
when Meany called on AFL-CIO
affiliates to support a boycott
of lettuce and table grapes not
picked by Cesar Chavez' United
Farm Workers. At the time,
Chavez was battling for survival against the Teamsters.
Last month, with Chavez and
the Teamsters competing for
contracts under California's
new farm labor law, Meany
charged at the AFL-CIO's national convention that Teamsters still were working in collusion with growers.

Dr. Roy Tunick, coordinator
of the Rehabilitation Services
Training Program at Murray
State University, recently
represented Kentucky at a
three-day Facilitative Case
Management training session in
Atlanta, Ga.

Rev. Steven Cobb To
Speak At Coldwater
Rev. Steven H Cobb will be
the speaker at the services a.
the Coldwater Baptist Church
on Sunday, November 9, at
eleven a. m. and six p. m.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m. with Keith Knight as
superintendent. Classes are
held for all ages.

Special!

Rock
Groups
T-Shirts
Color $25°

He, along with other
rehabilitation
counselor
educators and representatives
of
state
vocational
rehabilitation
agencies,
received training designed to
facilitate the effective delivery
of rehabilitation services to
serve the "whole person"
without violating individual
dignity or independence.

Children's $200
All Sizes And Colors Of T Shirts
Made While You Wait
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Main St. Murray,Across From The Daily Queen
Open Daily 10-6, Friday-Saturday to 8:30

Itis here andready for
inspection at McKee!Equipment Co.,Inc.

Aaron McWherter To
Be Ordained Here
At Baptist Church
McWherter
of
Aaron
Puryear, Tn., has assumed the
duties of pastor at Liberty
Missionary Baptist Church on
Highway 70, Central City. He
will be ordained on Friday,
November 7, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Emmanuel Missionary Baptist
Church, 121 Bypass, Murray.
Bro. Granville Courtney,
Emmanuel pastor, will bring
the message and Bro. Tom
Fortner, pastor of the Emmanuel Church, Jackson,
Tenn., will ask the new minister
the special questions.
The new pastor is married to
the former Juanita Jackson of
Paris, Th., and they have one
daughter, Donna Kay, age 14, at
home, and two married sons,
Paul, age 23, also a licensed
minister, and Eugene, age 19,
Murray.
The
McWherters
are
presently living at Puryear,
Tn., but will be moving to
Central City soon.
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Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Tunes by
I. M.Simon Co are as follows
Airco
Amer Motors
Ashland 011
AT&T
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen 71re
Goodrich
Gulf 011
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Repubbc Steel.
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith
GAF
. s
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Ii', +6Y
49,
2 tor
41'. egic
5644 +14
1664 unc
161,
2114
20, 44.
96. -46
6 +M.
14unc
4
/
25'. +3
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
Times by First of Michigan, Corp
Murray,are as follows.
U.S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems ,-,,,,
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R.Grace
Tezaco
G.niralflec
. ram
Georgia Pe cific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
.
...
Igsney
.
Franklin Mint

4-AY
35,1 414
596. 4-14
W
21L,
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44
30 -4-6.6
32%.
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ESE 4-Wheel Drive Agriculture Tractor
First time in this area, the Case 2670 Four-Wheel Drive,
four wheel/four way steer agriculture tractor
'256 Gross Engine Horsepower •221 PTO Horsepower

•.`arlie
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SHIRT FACTORY

Nominated by the Bureau of
Rehabilitation Services of the
Kentucky Department of
Education to attend the training
program, Tunick was awarded
a traineeship through the
University of Tennessee
Rehabilitation Continuing
Education Program.

Tunick said the training
program conducted by the
University
of
Arkansas
Rehabilitation Research and
Training Center was devised to
prepare rehabilitation counselor educators to return to
their home states to conduct
similar training sessions there.
Tunick has been a member of
the faculty at Murray State
since 1974.

The American Legion Post
No. 73 and Auxiliary will meet
Friday,November 7, at seven p.
m. at the Legion Hall at South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
J. R. Jones, commander.
urges all members to attend
and to note the change in date of
the meeting.

oCab and isolated rubber mounted platform, integral, roll
protected, inside mirror, ash tray, air conditioning
'Console controls beside operator's seat
.Engine,6 cylinder diesel, turbo-charged intercooled 504 Cu.
displ.(8 259 cm,-8.25 litres)
(Fuel tanks,( 2) 110 gallons (416 litres)
',Muffler with aspirator, curved extension
@Throttle, hand
@Tilting & telescoping steering wheel
oTires:4-18.4 - 34-6 ply - RI tires
:Transmission, heavy duty 12 speed constant mesh, with
range power shift
oEngine - type: 6 cylinder, in line, 4 cycle, valve in head,
direct injection, turbo charged. Intercooled, diesel engine.
ei Fuel Injection Pump: Robert Bosch multiple
- piyestsem
uellS
FFue
.
type
- side of frame total 110 gals.
ch
Phinger ,one on each
.Fuel
•Power Shift Selection: Operation: 3 speed hydraulic power
shifting controlled by a lever on right hand side of instrument
-

panel(can be shifted with tractor moving
@Hydraulic 3 point hitch system.
@Approximate overall measurements - overall width
(minimum) 96 inches (2,438 mm); Turning Radius
(minimum) 192 Inches (4,877 mm); overall length ( w/hitch
coupler) 225 inches(5,715 mm); rear axle oscillation 30 deg.:
front axle clearance 21 inches(533 mm)
'Instrumentation: illuminated instrument panel
•Case 2670 operators cab is equipped with built in rollover
protection as specified in ASAE standard S-336. Equipment
for cab: Adjustable seat, (fabric cover), seat belts, moving
console, 3 speed pressurized blower with defroster, manual
recirculation valve, accoustical padding for sound control,
floor mat for sound and moisture control, rear outside mounted cab intake air filter, windshield wiper (2 speeds), tinted
tempered safety glass, cigarette lighter and ash tray.
heater* (45,000 B111), rear view mirror (amide) or outside
mirrors', automotive type electrical fuse panel, fenders with
hand holds, door opening regulators. Air conditioner
*Optional Equipment
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Now Being Demonstrated in Calloway County by...

MdCeel EquipmentCo., Inc.
503 Walnut - Phone 753-3062
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